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Whatcha gonna do when ZAP comes for you?
Patrolling HSU’s hilly campus
on bike could be a breathtaking
experience for most UPD officers

— but not Officer Pablo Jimenez.
At least not any more.
z
has been
Fortwo weeks Jimene
test riding for UPD a bicycle

equipped with the ZAP
Power

System.

The

a lightweight
unit
electriisc drive system.
Working in conjunction with

AR

public safety.”
Foster said he was impressed
with the effectiveness of ZAP. He
said the system not only increases
officer response time, it gives them

added ability to interact with the
community on a more personal
level.

“The bicycle sparks interestand

ers up the Creekview trail, a steep

stretch that used to stop him three-

fourths of the way up.
Jimenez has recommended to
Chief Foster that UPD purchase a

ZAP.

Foster put in his proposal to the
university and it was granted.
They’re getting the
complete

ES

“The bicycle sparks interest and curiosity.
Whereas a patrol car puts-up barriers."

pedaling, it

gives regular bikes an
added boost of accel-

eration with zero air
pollution.
“The battery allows me to leave
the core campus area and return
d,”z
without being exhausteJimene
said. “I don’t want to rely on it too
much because an officer must be
in condition but when I’m in a
hurry it helps — especially in getting up hills.”
Amainconcern for officers who
patrol on bikes is getting winded

while pedaling to a call.
“It’s a significant issue,” UPD

Chief Robert Foster said. “If an

officer pedals to a scene, and their

energy is spent by the time they get

BOB FOSTER
UPD Chief
curiosity,” he said. “Whereas a

patrol car puts up barriers.”
In the two weeks Jimenez has
been using ZAP he has noticed

positive effects regarding commu-

ns

package:

the

ong Argun .

plete with a siren, lights
and batteries with a

charger.
Alex § Campbell,
spokesperson for ZAP
Power Systems based out of
Sebastopol in Sonoma County,
said in a phone interview that the
complete set-up goes for about
$1500. Themotorand battery unit

nity relations.
“For me it allows more visibility
and I can make more contacts with

retails for $499.

Jimenez said. “When I’m in a patrol car and I want to say hello to
someone, I have to stop and open
the car door. Also if I see some

The set-up UPD will be using
weighs-in at 51 pounds. A normal
bike weighs
wide-framed mountain

Jimenez frequently rides the

pagee,10
See ZAP bicycl

the public on a bike than in a car,”

unusual activity I can more easily
follow it on a bike.”

sae &

By David Perry

ZAP-equipped bike on the trails
behind the campus. He now pow-

tA
rt

there, it could be detrimental to

-

New bike increases UPD’s response time, efficiency

According to Campbell, ZAP
contracts package deals with vari-

ous bicycle companies.

from 25 to 40 pounds. The ZAP

motor powers a bike to a top speed

AYAKO WALKER / LUMBERJACK STAFF

UPD Officer Pablo Jimenez shows off the power of his new ZAP bicycle. With the
flick of a switch, he can cruise around campus at speeds of up fo 20 mph.

Candidates

sound off
on education
Dy Micheo! Plett
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Fears over California’s quality of educa-

tion were addressed last night during a radio

debate among the three candidates for the
First District state assembly.
Virginia Strom-Martin and Margie
Handley, the Democratic and Republican
candidates, respectively joined Natural Law

Party candidate Harry Wrench III in ad-

dressing issues ranging from school vouchersto feeincreases duringadebate on KHSU.
, school
inpublic
Rosa
rt
a Santa
Strom-Ma
teacher, voiced the opinion that the current
education system isn’t working properly.

She called for increased state funding for
education.
“I have seen a great change in our Califor-

nia schools. I graduated from the University
of California when California schools were

number one in the nation. I have seen that

gradually decline,” Strom-Martin said.
“Of course we do need funding,” said

Strom-Martin. “We need to increase funding (for class-size reduction) to fourth, fifth

page,1]
See Debate
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Whatcha gonna do when ZAP comes for you?
gay

New bike increases UPD’s response time, efficiency
there, it could be detrimental to

by Gevid Parry

public safety.”
Foster said he was impressed

with the effectiveness of ZAP. He

Patrolling HSU’s hilly campus

said the system not only increases

on bike could be a breathtaking
experience for most UPD officers
— but not Officer Pablo Jimenez.
At least not any more.
z
has been
Fortwo weeks Jimene
test riding for UPD a bicycle
equipped with the ZAP
Power

System.

The

unit is a lightweight

electric drive system.

Working

in conjunc-

tion with pedaling, it
gives regular bikes an

officer response time, it gives them

added ability to interact with the
community on a more personal
level.
“The bicycle sparks interest and

EL

TT

ZAP-equipped bike on the trails
behind the campus. He now powers up the Creekview trail, a steep
stretch that used to stop him three-

fourths of the way up.

Jimenez has recommended to
Chief Foster that UPD purchase a

ZAP.

Foster put in his proposal to the
university and it was granted.
They’re getting the
LTT

inci
i
ity.
st and curios
“The bicycle sparks intere
Whereas a patrol car puts-up barriers."
;

BOB FOSTER
UPD Chief

added boost of accel-

complete

package:

the

motor drive;
electricuty
bike, com-a
jy

plete with a siren, lights
and

batteries

with

a

charger.
Alex

Campbell,

spokesperson for ZAP

eration with zero air

curiosity,” he said. “Whereas a
pollution.
“The battery allows metoleave _ patrol car puts up barriers.”

Power Systems based out of

been using ZAP he has noticed

complete set-up goes for about

Sebastopol in Sonoma County,

In the two weeks Jimenez has

said in a phone interview that the

said. “I don’t want to rely onittoo

positive effects regarding commu-

$1500. Themotorand battery unit

‘n condition but when I'm ina

“For meitallows more visibility

According to Campbell, ZAP

the core campus area and return

withoutbeingexhausted,”Jimenez

much because an officer must be _ nity relations.

retails for $499.

and Icanmakemorecontactswith

contracts package deals with vari-

trol car and I want to say hello to

weighs-in at 51 pounds. A normal

“It’s a significant issue,” UPD
Chief Robert Foster said. “If an

the car door. Also if I see some
unusual activity I can more easily

from 25 to 40 pounds. The ZAP
a bike toa top speed
motor powers

energyisspentby thetimetheyget

Jimenez frequently rides the

See ZAP bicycle, page 10

hurry it helps — especially in getting up hills.”
Amainconcernforofficerswho

the public ona bike thaninacar,”
Jimenez said. “When I'm in a pa-

ous bicycle companies.
The set-up UPD will be using

while pedaling to a call.

someone, I have to stop and open

wide-framed mountain bike weighs

officer pedals to a scene, and their

follow it on a bike.”

patrol on bikes is getting winded

AYAKO WALKER / LUMBERJACK STAFF

UPD Officer Pablo Jimenez shows off the power of his new ZAP bicycle. With the

flick of « switch, he can cruise around campus at speeds of up to 20 mph.

Candidates

sound off
on education
Dy Michael Plott
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Fears over California’s quality of education were addressed last night duringa radio
debate among the three candidates for the
First District state assembly.
Virginia Strom-Martin and Margie

Handley, the Democratic and Republican
candidates, respectively, joined Natural Law

Party candidate Harry Wrench Ill in addressing issues ranging from school vouche
KHSU.
ers to fee increases duringadeonbat
,
inschool
public
rt
MaRosa
a Santa
Stromteacher, voiced the opinion that the current

properly.
education system isn’t working
She called for increased state funding for
education.
“] have seen a great change in our California schools. I graduated from the University
of California when California schools were

number one in the nation. I have seen that

gradually decline,” Strom-Martin said.
“Of course we do need funding,” said

Strom-Martin. “We need to increase fund-

ing (for class-size reduction) to fourth, fifth

See Debate,
page 11
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HSU’s alcohol policy: no booze in sky boxes
stadium boxes).”

By Bowie Content
TUMBERIACK STAFF

The skyboxes, built with materials and

labor donated by staffand community mem-

HSU’s campus alcohol policy prohibit-

ing alcohol sales at Redwood Bow! conflicts
with Athletic Department plans for recently

bers, are available for $3,000 a year. Al-

though there is still some work being done

constructed “skyboxes” — rooms above the

the boxes are expected to be available for the
first home football
game Saturday.

ing of the semester
into effect at the beginning

has some
said that although the department
verbal commitments from people to buy

stadium rented for viewing sports events.
A new campus alcohol policy that went

allows limited sale of alcohol at the University Center and special events on campus,
but leaves Redwood Bowl alcohol-free.
“That policy hasn’t changed. There will

Associate Athletics Director Marty Coelho

boxes, he could not give a definite number

are still in a state of flux.”
because “things
Theboxes,
which could generate $12,000

a year for the athletics program, were built

be no alcohol in the stadium,” said Edward

on the assumption that users would be al-

“Buzz” Webb, HSU vice president of student affairs. “Wedon’twantto havea double
standard (for people in the stands and in

“We were always under the impression
we were going to serve alchohol in them,”

lowed to have alcohol in them.

Athletics Director Scott Nelson said. “I've
asked the executive committee about it but

haven’t heard anything.
“I do know this: The boxes are not going
to sell if we say there is no alcohol allowed,”

Nelson said, adding that Sonoma State

University’s skyboxes are the only section of
its stadium where alcohol is allowed.
But Webb said there shouldn’t have been
any confusion over whether alcohol would
be allowed in the stadium.
“I was at the executive committee meeting
where that was discussed, and the answer
was no,” Webb said.

was not signifiWebb said the new policy
cantly different than the old one.
“It's fairly similar to the old one, the big
difference is that in order to have an event

with alcohol available, you have to have a
licensed server,” Webb said. “That could
be Lumberjack
but it doesn’t
exclusively havetobe.”

Socio

Professor Judy Little, who

servedon the committee that recommended
to the executive committee for approval, said the new rule was intended to

minimize liability in alcohol-related inci-

dents.

“It seemed like a good way to minimize

risk, an extra safety valve,” Little said. “A

licensed server is presumably up to date on

their responsibilities
and can be trusted.”
The other policy change is that the sale of
alcohol in the University Center is now lim-

ited to the Windows Cafe from 4 p.m. to

WELCOME BACK HSU STUDENTS!

Tom Lewis D.D.S.
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‘First Friday’ lecturer recalls

@

‘
: fy

days of campus activism
began thenFirst
Corbett ry
Kath

Friday lecture series with a look —
back on the great traditions of
HSU.
Her lecture titled “Gleanings”

one

of intense discussions,”

Corbett said.

She praised diversity on college

campuses

evolved to now.
Corbett taught soci-

‘a.4

for 28 years,

said the traditions of HSU were
comnance, diversity, knowledge,
munity relationship, faculty-to-

hipfor
and caring
student relations
each other.
She said she hopes these tradi-

tions will be carried on by students.
“One of the most important

things Humboldt stands foris freedom of expression,” Corbett said.
She illustrated this with by telling of the Vietnam War days of
peaceful marching, speeches and

“Students have
rights and privibut they ha
a

bea
a eclie saete

“in a lull with student activism.”

ned
s)
more concer
are ent
“(Stud
rightnow economically than (they)
are with social causes,” she said.
Cija Bellis, a psychology junior,

said ae lecture “broke ground”
because of Corbett’s view points
from a different generation.

~ Lingerie, Erotic Toys, Books,
=

Videos, & Games

in soand classes
ology
cial welfare. She took
in women’s services and retired in
1980.
“First Friday” isaseries of lectures by
emeritus faculty and
local retirees

ts,y,
was attended by studenfacult

at HSU

Some New Underwear?

hear what happened at HSU durane 1960s and how the campus

en-

members
friends and community
of all ages.
emeritus of
Corbett,

Couldn't You Use

interestingto

by

Lynn

slain

Davis,a

student in

a
Carpenter,
Richard
nt
ide
res
and
friend
McKi
of Corbett said these lectures are
an excellent way for others to take

of the wisdom seniors

——

have

Thenext speakers Dr. Lan Sing

Wu, a former physician. He will
lecture on “Diversity.” The lectures are the first Fridays of each
month throughout the semester.
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The Lumier{
mak

age. The contents are determined
to be a cassette tape in a metal
hanging device.
e Aug. 27: The roadway at
28 Aug. 26: Canine counsel-

Harpst and B streets
and a vehicle

ing
A golden retriever is found
and brought to UPD station.

are sprayed with white paint after
the car runs over a paint can. A
Hazard Materials unit is called in
for clean-up. The can is disposed
of at a Hazardous Wastes Disposal
site.
¢ Aug. 27: Don’t worry, it’s not
“The Crud” — yet —
Passersby complain that sandblasting of Siemens Hall is causing
lungirritation. The reporting party
declined anambulance. The workers are allowed to continue after
the sanded material is determined
to be non-toxic. Any further complaints are requested to use an alternate access route until work is
com
,
:
¢ Aug. 28: A vehicle bearing a
“Think Peace” bumper sticker is
reported being parked in a Health
Center emergency parking space
for the past three days. The vehicle
is cited and removed.
¢ Aug. 28: A female faints at the

UPD is unable to locate the

canine’s owner. The dog, determined to not be in distress,

is handed over for Arcata Police to handle.
© Aug. 26: A living group
adviser findsa bagof marijuana
and transports the property to
UPD station.

¢ Aug. 26: A bent spoon,
scorched at the bottom, is

found taped toa Redwood Hall
LGA’s door. No sign of burnt
residue is found in the spoon.
The utensil
in questionis taken
for destruction.
© Aug. 27: A bong is confis© Aug. 27: An LGA asks a
man advertising a
partyto
vacate Redwend Halt The
subject refuses and proceeds
*to the third floor.
The man is
later located at the north end of

Sunset Court and asked to de-

part.

entrance to the Student and Busi-

ness Services building. Sheis transported to the Student Heath Center.

scent of marijuana
is reported ema-

nating froma Redwood Hall room.
¢ Aug. 29: A wallet containing

$19 is inadvertently abandoned at
the University Center. The said

wallet is seized for safekeeping
and
stored at the station. A message is

left on the answering machine of
the billfold’s rightful
© Aug. 29: And!
don’t mean Louisville Slugger® —
Members of the
English department
report spotting a bat
flying around inside
the second floor of
Founders
Hall.
Humboldt Wildlife
Management and
the Wildlife Management here are
advised ofthe situation. No further
sightings are made.

owner.

lockers.
are for —

Report of male, possibly intoxicated,
and passed out on a

pool table at Sunset Hall is filed.
The subject is returned to his
room and turned over to his
roommate.
.
© Sept. 6: Threat
ofa physical assault at Gist Hall is reported. Atissue: alandlord and

© Sept. 1: A kitten is reported

stuck in the trees in front of Si-'

emens Hall. The reporting partyis
able to determine the cat is not
stuck; it just doesn’t want to come

out.
© Sept. 1: Ding! Ding! Ding!

tenant’s closing bill statement.

¢ Sept. 7: A man is arrested
for failure to leave the women’s
saunaat the JGC.

e Sept. 7: Is that what friends
are for? —
Areport
is turned in about a
resident of Redwood Hall
threatening
his roommate.

anymore.
|
255
|
|
|

A student reports a theft of a
wallet from a copy machine at the
University Center. His supposed

stolen wallet is returned with all

© Sept. 3: Six
subjects, possibly
rolling and smoking marijuana,
are
reported. When
approached
it was
discovered they
were hand-rolled
tobacco cigarettes.
¢ Sept. 5: UPD is unable to locate two males reported exiting a
vehicle, urinatingon the Creekview
lot and entering into an unknown
room at Juniper Hall. Their vehicle is cited for parking in a service zone.

riea

» €

OR
rs i

Gare
a

¢ Sept.8: Two males carrying
a rose trellis
with a large
sign attached to it are reported

walking down L.K. Wood.
¢ Sept. 8: Two juveniles sit-

ting unattended in a red truck
and honking the horn are spotted between the library
and Si;
emens Hall.
¢ Sept. 8: A woman reports |
she was assaulted and threatened by a male subject in front
of Sunset Hall.
— Compiled
by David Perry

Ga:

i

'

© Sept. 6s That's what friends

Two subjects
are reported boxing in the quad
area. They areadvised and agreed
not to box there

¢ Aug. 29: Uh huh. Did
it have
$19 in it by any chance?—

items intact.

vehicle and leaving “items.” The
reporting
party requests documentation of the incidents.
¢ Aug. 30: Reports turned in
about a loud, large party at Rugby
House. APD is notified. The party
is shut down voluntarily.

—|\a

fice reporting a suspicious pack-

suspicions of someone entering his

Qa.
@ B&

APD calls for UPD assistance
on a call from the Arcata Post Of-

¢ Sept. 5: A transient
is spotted at Forbes Complex using
the facilities
and going through

e Aug. 29: A man reports his

eS

ing, do you? —

© Aug. 28: A case of mistaken
identity —
A baggy, suspected of containing marijuana, is found at the University Center. Its contents are determined to be sage.
¢ Aug. 29: Loud music and the

Olle

¢ Aug. 27: I don’t hear it tick-
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War of The Word

Religious leaders to deb ate sexual morals
The debate will begin Friday, Sept. 20
positions one might take.”
with opening statements from each team at 6
Ford’s view is that questions
p.m. It will last until 9 p.m.
of morality are answered
On Saturday, a number of topics will be
through scripture, and that a
certain moral standard exists in discussed from 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Thiere
will also be time for each team to conduct
all cultures.
“My whole motive is to level small workshops with the public. Friday
the playing field, and
Saturday's
to have an opport-§ A
events will
nity to present evan-

pastor at Arcata First Baptist

By icon! Phat

Church.

LUMBERJACK STAFF

The pair first met at the end of

last semester, when Ford was in-

Controversial issues such as abortion

and same-sex marriages, especially in an
election year, spark lively discussion and

debate.
Teams
made up of

vited to speak in one of
Herbrechtsmeier’s classes for 25

'

minutes on the role of religion in
education.
wasn’t
“It
enough

gn

teachers from

Discourse and

HSU's reli-

shou

ious studies

yo

Separtinett
and religious
leaders from
Humboldt

war

eae
there
ought
to be a level playing field to
_ bring the Christian view-

rt of

WILLUIAMHERBRECHTSMEIER

Religious. Studies Chair

tackle these issues ina weekend seminar

men-

—.

well

the air we
»
pa
ON COMPpUS.

County will

time,”

Ford id. “Afr

Pointtothesecularcampus.

Clay said there is an insti-

tational bias against the
ristian viewpoint

thecurriculum. He said there

held Sept. 20-

was Bible bashing and an unfair characterization of Christians..
Out of that conversation developed the
idea for the class. The debate will focus on
cultural relativism versus absolute values.
“J would say that (cultural) relativism has

22at HSU and Arcata First Baptist Church.

The one-unit class is also open to the

public.
“Ie’s a chance to hear different views,

and perhaps find common ground,” said
William Herbrechtsmeier, assistant pro-

to do with context,” Herbrechtsmeier said.

HSU.
fessorand chairof religious studaties

“It is important that specific ideas, customs,

“Discourse and disagreement should be

values and concepts be understood in the

part of the air we breathe on campus.”
The class is a result of a joint effort between Herbrechtsmeier and Clay Ford,

counns

24

eee:

totality of the cultural context. Under this

umbrella, there are many different moral

e Colored Paper

- Christianity to
For
e campus,”
mee
es

wid

Pastor David Kilmer of Ferndale

Jerry
end Pastor
Congpegsoftionsl
Baptist
Northcoast

Christianity to the campus.

sociation
All are members

of the Humboldt Evangelical Alliance, an association of 40 area churches.

The cultural relativist position will be
taken by Herbrechtsmeier’s group, which

instructors Lester

Scharnberg, Melanie Williams and John
Powell.
Scharnberg teaches “Living Myths” and
“Introduction to Judaism” at HSU, and is
also a rabbi at Temple Beth El in Eureka.
Williams isa political science lecturer and
Powell is an assistant professor of philoso-

phy.

. OBinding

Enlargements

Resumes

Reductions

Recycled Paper

present evangelical

Corbaley

will idshade HSU

Founders

;

ateam made up o

wi

ord

be held in
118
Se

“My whole motive is... fo
ta
have an opportunity to

.

Hall.

= Ss

class con-

sito tera <ceer8
a
with
round
table de-

bate at Arcata First Baptist Church’s sanctuary.
“It’s been an enjoyable challenge (preparing for the debate),” Ford said.
“Pye been learning a lot to better relate
with the HSU campus. I’m hoping that a lot
of other opportunities could open up because of this debate.”People who want to
take “Debate on Sexual Morality” for credit
can sign up in the religious studies office
located in the University Annex.
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Money Magazine names HSU

rk

‘best buy’ second year in row

affairs.
Kearns cited the campus’ remoteness, population, and “endless opportunities for students to
make a difference in their careers
and in the community.
“We have a unique position in
the state — geographically
and academically,” he said.
HSU attracts students who are
making serious decisions about
college, he said.
“The faculty invests their time
and energy above and beyond the

eu

said, include research projects,
extensive out-of-class help, avail-

=™n2a<¢

Achievement Tests and Scholastic Aptitude Test results, high
school GPA, the quality of faculty,
library resources and the percentage of students who earned degrees in four years.
What sets HSU apart from the
rest of the CSUs is the university’s
“beautiful area,” said Sean Kearns,
HSU’s assistant director of public

Some of these opportunities, he

ability of faculty on a one-on-one
basis and “real-life” experience in
each major field.
Webb said “(students have a)
chance to be involved right away.”

=“

ratios,

On the academic side, Kearns

m—mermrmnane

student teacher

said the extra effort given by faculty members and the students’
abilities combine to make what
Money Magazine recognizes
as the

besttdeal in the CSU.

“More than 50 percent of the
colleges listed in Money magazine
were private,” according to Money.
“We (HSU) are private school
experienced at public school
-prices,” Webb said.
The ranking does not hurt

Jecund the weld inten duane

HISU’s image either.

Bluse Rove (abovel retired trom his job ln computer programming af 35 to cheemammowigete the

“Making Money magazine is a

See best bey, page 11

elCUeD

HSU has been chosen
as one of the
nation’s “elite values in college education today,” accordingto Money
Magazine.
HSU ranked nationally among
the top 100 institutions, fourth in
the Westand eighth among the top
public schools for in-state students,
according to the magazine’s 1997
College Guide.
Theannual guide was published
in this month’s issue.
Noting that last year HSU ranked
82nd nationally in the same survey
and was “the only California State
University institution ... mentioned in the national magazine,”
Vice President of Student Affairs
Edward “Buzz” Webb attributed
the ranking to students getting
“more for their dollar.”
HSU students get “an experience, notjustan education,” Webb
said.
Money’s ranking was based on

were

tunities,” Kearns said.

oecoe

For the second year in a row,

Among factors determining
rank

TODD WUCETICH/ CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

globe
on his tricycle. His travels will include Mexico, Sovth Americ end East Asia. He is
currently operoting @ website bo share whet he learn: with “ormclesix irevelors everywhere.”
He can be reacsed at http: //wurw.bitech.com/triketrek.
—--

\/elcome §tudents!
NORTHTOWN ART SUPPLY ... Arcata’s only complete artist's materials store
Come in and let us help you! We have your complete dass list, supplies and friendly informative service.

F% DIScoOeNt
First 3 weeks

Gatinnacnen

BrusHEs

’ Rounds, flats, brights, filberts & fans.

STREETS

*

ARCATA

Winton Ott Cotors

PREMIUM Seca Daauma Pap

40% off

18"x 24” Reg. 914.45
SALE *8.19
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RJACK

call of duty to insure that students
can make the most of their oppor-

~~

U

ity compared with each college’s
tuition and fees.

=

16 indicators of educational qual-

By Uz Merson
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Freshman drop-out rate below national average
more goal oriented, they are more likely to
stay in school.”

areca
HSU’s freshmen drop out rate is about 7
lower than the national average, ac-

to the most recent statistics.

Barr thi year 2,364 colleges and un
nationwide, finding
versities were

that nearly 27 percent of fall 1995 college

for fall 1996
freshmen neglected to re-enroll
classes.
19.6 percentof HSU’s fall
1995
students
failed to return.
HSU statistics from the past three years
show drop out rates have fluctuated only
tly, from 21.2 percent in 1992 to 16.5
first
in 1993. HSU’s administration
percent
became concerned with the drop out rate in
the late 1970s, when it was as high as 30

asWe began

our advising sysimproving
tem,” said Edward “Buzz” Webb, vice presideaxeteniaens iit “Students were telling us that there wasn’t enough to do. We

created Center Activities and Center Arts.
We created programs that would help stu-

dents choose majors, because once they are

FRESHMAN DROPOUT RATE
The following reflects the three-year drepeut rete* fer the group of

“Junior colleges tend
drop out rate, whereas
league school students
their education,” Webb

to have the hi
four-year and ivyare more focused in
said.

Wweshmen whe entered 03% in 1982 - ‘84. The graph at right shows
the national percentage of returning freshmen irom fall ‘5.

are at the biggest risk (ofdrop“Freshmen

ping ont). They aren't always sure they are

ready for college and are the least goal ori-

ented,” Webb said. ee

the ones that have the most
seu ty das ano hares tas
independence.”

Si

of freshman drop out rates
Calculations
to HSU students
have only been available
since
fall 1991.

“We are required to publish the information and make it available to anyone who

asks for it, 90 we chose to publish it in our
schedule of classes.” said Dennis Geyer,
university registrar.
Statistics for 1996 won'tbe available until
after the fourth week of classes.

PETE CHENAKD

GRAPHICS FUIIGK

a
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Classical

Event

A Benefit
for KHSU

Sunday
Sept. 15
| to S p.m. at the
Fieldbrook Winery
Great Music
Great Foon

f

Great CAusE

ii

ir

Friday, Sapavunber 1g
KHSU's 6th Annual
Outdoor Classical Music Celebration

North Bay Chamber Orchestra with Rob Diggins, soloist

Oxalys Saxophone Quartet * Arcobaleno String Quartet: ed Wood Wind Quartet
$20 Non-members: $30 ° Children.is.12:: $5 °.To reserve your ticket, call 826-4807
Members:

8:30 p.m.
Science B, Room 135
Hsu
unas

ll tan
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Tike Lamberjeck
dents have been tested for HIV. Ifthe AIDS
virus

di

overnight, 66 percent of

sex lives would not change.
© 24 percent of women
and 15 percentof

men regard oral sex more intimate than

dents were not informed the survey was
affiliated with Playboy Magazine.

The survey found:
¢ 90 percent of students claimed to be
sexually active, compared to 80 percent
of menand 73 percent of women in 1991.
About half of students reported having
sex at least once a month.
¢ 66 percent of men and 45 percent of
women reported acting outan erotic scene
inamovie suchas “Single White Female”
and “Basic Instinct.”
¢ More than one-third of college stu-

want

tours in residence
halls

of 20 mph.
“The
gives a rider
imately a seals range,” Campbell said,

Tours depart Mondays at 11 a.m. and
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays at 3

m.

. Tours will be conducted by living
group advisers and complimentary
meals
will be made available in the dining commons before or after the tour.

¢ Nearly halfof women and 28 percent of

fromcolleges across the country. Respon-

* Coulinnod
bom page ¢

Dining is offering tours of its facilities for
potential students and campus visitors.

others, either in parked cars or at parties.

According to the October edition of
Playboy Magazine, American college students are having longer and more sexually creative relationships with regular
partners.
The survey was compiled from responses from more than 1,000 students

Housing
and Dining offers
g
The HSU Department ofHousinand

intercourse; 52 percent of men and 46 percent
of women think oral sex is “real sex.”
¢ 21 percent of women
and 12 percent of
men claim to frequently masturbate in front
of their partners.
¢ More
than half of men and 42 percentof
women said they have had sex in front of

Playboy releases college
sex survey results

ZAP bicycle

826-4807.

women and 49 percent of men claimed their

You

wer
A

men said they had shaved their pubic hair
for a “sexual reason.”

For more information, contact the

dean ,

a

is no no problem _
Campbell cakes than 3,000 ZAP
units have been sold worldwide since the
corporation began in 1992. He said the
company just started working with law
enforcement agencies about six or seven
months ago.

The Los Angeles Police Department
and the Long Beach Police Department

Housing Office at 826-3451.

have been testing ZAP.
The Sebastopol Police Department's

frustrated pet owner

Equal Rights Committee
seeks volunteers

bike patrol tried one out and, according

Having trouble with a plant-killing cat or
attempting to console a lonely dog? If so,
KHSU FM has begun airing a program
aimed at the frustrated pet owner.

The Equal Rights and Representation
Committee (formerly Affirmative Action
Committee) is currently seeking individu-

“Calling All Pets,” a national call-in talk

als from the campus community to vol-

show produced by Wisconsin Public Radio, can be heard on KHSU Saturdays from

unteer to serve as members of its five
subcommittees.
The subcommittees include disabled
access, sexual orientation, faculty/staff

KHSU FM offers help for the

2 to 3 p.m.

KHSU can be heard at 90.5 FM in the
Arcata-Eureka vicinity, 89.1 FM in Fern-

diversity, status of women and student

diversity.
Interested persons should contact Jane
Hansen in the Affirmative Action Office
at 826-3924.

dale-Fortuna, 89.3 FM in Garberville and

98.7 FM in Willow Creek.
For more information about “Calling All
Pets” or for a complete program guide, call

to

be

the

first

Macintosh.

to Campbell, once one officer got one
they all wanted one. So the department
bought four — one for each bike patrol
officer.
Jimenez said the most positive aspect
of ZAP is not the product’s response time
but the response the product gets.
“I’m beginning to see compliance,”
Jimenez said. “People are beginning to
stop at stop signs while they’re on their
bikes. They’re beginning
to signal, they’re
beginning to use the right of way. Skateboarders are even taking it easier.
“In two weeks I’ve seen more compliance than I ever would in my vehicle,” he
said. “The people know I’m there. And
you can’t outrun this thing.”

to

More

flexible

than

ever.

We don't know how you'll fill in the blank. That's why we make Macintosh
Computers 80 flexible. To help you be the first to do whatever you
want to do.

And with word processing, easy Internet access, powerful multimed
ia and
cross-platiorm compatibility, a Mac’ makes it even easier to do it. How do
you
get started? Visit your campus computer store today and
pick up a Mac.
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idates on ed ucation
Cand
Debatfrome:
page 3
aued

© Conti

“] know there is a downsideto

school vouchers, and steps will

have to be takento make sure that

public schoolsdo not become a
for children
of parents
ee

eae

Strom-Martin

opposes

both school vouchers
and

- tunity scholarships

by

Gov. Pete Wilson.

“These opportunity scholarships are, in fact, vouchers,”

Strom-Martin said. “They
are
vouchers for the
of children who
to be in schools
that aren’t failing. My position has
always been that we need to invest

in each one ofour
publicschools.”
The specter of increased college fees was raised during the
debate.
Strom-Martin called for rolling
back fees to the 1990 level, while

tive.

school
Wrench said he supports
vouchersin principle, saying that

vouchers lead to competition and
a

e

criticized Strom-Manrtin for receiving $107,000
from the California
Teachers Association (CTA).

“I have a lot of teachers who are
ing

me, and most of the

who are
ing me
are
with some of the
things that the California
Teachers Association does,” Handley

said. “The leaders of the union

decide what to do with this money,

and the teachers really don’t have
much to say about it.”
“I’m very proud to say that I did
‘feceive a very large contribution
from that organization, which in
fact represents
over a quarter of a
million classroom
teachers across
the state,” Strom-Martin
said. “In

order to have a political voice, we
contribute a small amount from
our dues ... in order to participate
in the democratic process.”

Handley called California schools
“among the best bargains comto other states.”

Wrench said he was opposed to

—

h
|
WsttaeS

fee increases.
During the debate, Handley

HAV.)
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10% DISCOUNT’
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$3 for Students
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Amphibians

*LATEST TECHNOLOGY
eMINI REEFS & SUPPLIES
ePONDS & SUPPLIES
eLARGE SELECTION OF
FRESH/SALTWATER &
EXOTIC FISH
Vailey West Shopping
Center
(off Guintoli Lane)
826-0154
HOURS
Mon.-Sat. 11-7 Sun. 12-5

an Apple

Save $100 on

a Mac.

buy
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when
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printer

Bookstore

.

Third Floor of the University Center
Monday = Thursday 7:45 to 6:00
Fri
7345 to 5:00

826-5848
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one-year

Free
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warranty.
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ts, laments Clinton
ik

did

ifced.

ing

real. They never sac-

They never suffered
and

they never, never learned.
That's
oO

e

ni

.

Ch

the people in the White House.

‘

Heston took a break from playing

oe
|
rank
Riggs,
Windeor.
|
ane io
paid $19.96

such roles as Moses and John the
ee

about

rides those who look back over
the American
past. As if all those

‘wise, old, dead white guys that

defended
this country, they don’t

to attend the event.

Hestonspent
the entire day campaigning for Republican congressional candidates, making stops in
Sacramento, Bakersfield
and Santa
Barbara before winding up at the
Arcata/ Eureka airport in
McKi
ile.
aaa
the —

Congressman Riggs

opponent ... has no
legislative experience, no
business experience, little
life experience and
apparently cares little
about government since

The event
was held
Pacific hangar at

Rigppried Heston’ diligence
in campaigning for Republican
candidates.
Heston noted that he cam-

she hasn’t voted in the
past four elections.”

for 32 Republicans in 28

statesin 1994, and all but fourwon.
a Pa ser ay 9 Heston was
ristopher
Cox, R- Newport

Beach, fifth-ranking Republican in
the U.S. House Representatives.
of

igys siarted the fund-raiging te

MELISSA LUBINY LUMBERJACK
STAFF

heavily
haselected
him
shat

which
ina

po

cig iene a feasting oro aia,

Secu
lose.
“A

that nor;
g by Bob Dole
vedi ones Rae 0
many people
who vote

for Bi Clinton will wentto vote for

vote.

“He is

to send a few of his

Renbnintien Gamap Gaal
up our way. We're going to send a
few ofour liberal democratic
friends

Frank Riggs,”
Cox said, “as they
have done in the past because he is
suchan
well-quali-

fied

for this district.”

Riggs said.

Cox said that more important
than his qualifications are
views on major issues i
i

they expected

lower taxes, welfare reform, En-

down to Southern California,”
All three men said, however,
that

Rigs

to win his lib-

eral district, which President

Clinton carried by 17 percent in

CHARLTON HESTON

Actor Cherlion Heston, center, cans fo the Horth Coast to endorse Frank Riggs, lel. Oreage County Ropublicen Christopher

oxaboutthe ease — oe

of Cox’ 8 re-election Site

a bridge
to the fu-

ture,” Heston said, “and he de-

Heston,
who has portrayed U.S.
Heston said. there are “people
three times in movies,
who may bé iriclined
to vote for * presidents
preaidans Cikaioa dels are quite
content to have a Republican
majority in the House to
ina

president
who has shown himself
capable of changing positions on
almost any issue.
“Especially
when you consider

that congressman
Riggs’ oppo-

nent, let me put this carefully;
has
no
experience,
no business experience, little life experi-

since

responsibility
in Congress.

voted in the past four elections.”

et

Hirected alot of criticism at Presi
dent Clinton.
Heston com
the president
to the Wizard of Oz, “hiding be-

hind a green curtain... changing
faces and ideas and changing his
mind
a lot.”
Using another fairy taleallusion,
Heston said President
Clinton and
his advisers were like the characters in Peter
Pan:

_ “Abunch of lost boys are walking around in never-never

Se

They never

Heston also spoke about the
importance of continuing the
“Second American Revolution,”

ashe called the Republicans’ convictories in 1994 and

of this district to return to the
Congress Frank Riggs.
.
“So he can carry on his
the Second American

which must be done,” He said.

Legal battles escalate

Headwaters tension builds before protest
by laws Welsh

eg senate whl

cle. on Rage

tection Information Center.

“I don’t think there will be any

A U.S. House of eer
tives panel will examine
bill by
Rep. Frank
R-Windsor, to
swap
the core Headwaters grove
for timber in the Smith River Recreation Area.

This
will
be debated
by the Nesonal Prka, Forest and
Lands ane
tomorrow,
a court infour
Sones clon and allow Pacific Lumber Co. to begin salvage

Lumber isi actingene
“I believe that the forest prodconclusion
at the end of the hear- .
ing next week. I think it will just be ucts industry has learned over the
an opportunity for people to voice years to operate with the least en-

vironmental damage,” she said. “I

believe they are operating
in ways
that si

mimic mother nature,

where extinction
is likely to occur.
“We think it is helpful that they
are trying to solve the
but it should
be a
the sieowthandincient at
to protect the coho salmon,”
eo

doing
mother nature would
do later on anyway.“
Lanman said that under law and
according
to the best scientific experts in the world no more
can occurin
the Headwaters

privately held ehabecte
\ devoodSoretrlohivonwhshenee
spanned more than two million
acres. As the amount ofold growth
forest has dwindled, each piece
has become more valuable to both
the environmentalists who want

TP ckatecnte servile
col cobo salmon, Ins selon

ae

Some of the trees in Headwaters

forest are as old as 2,000 years and
Lanman said the forest is home to

a much wider range of species than
a logged forest.
Several different solutions have

been proposed
to end the Headwaters controversy.

Rigg?’
solution
is to
trade
a part of Smith River Recre-

ation Area for Headwaters. Another

was to use non-

timber lands such as Treasure Island in the San Francisco
Bay as

part of a swap for Headwaters.
Also

ible

was a

of

Headwaters
forest for a $1.6 bil-

lion debt that may be owed to the

tsstuwith acurrent
HSU studen

the Arcata and Mad River Transit

System buses for free this year because of an increase in the
y’sidfor studentr
sit
subsidy
univer

ers.

To encourage alternative trans-

rtation and to compensate for
imited parking, HSU will fully

The administration of the parking
enforcement office of UPD
other programs are also paid for
with that money, as was the pur-

chase of the bike racks for campus

and those on the busses.
“We normally issue 8,000 to
10,000 citations each year, said

“We try
bus. nt
na
Hulse
te
LieuJim

ernausealte
urtoag
people
to enco
tive means of coming to campus to
said.
he ,”
ease the crunch

UPD has a pamphlet entitled

t
fare normally
subsidize the 40-cen
years
past
In
.
charged to students
the university has subsidized 30
cents of the fare, leaving students
responsible for paying a dime.

“Ease the Crunch,” available in
the Student Services building,

he estimate
t s
nta
HSU, said
cureme

to 7 p.m. Monday through Friday
KK

Dick Giacolini, director of pro-

a total of 75,000 student rides will
be taken this year, up from 65,000
last year.

“This

years ridership will be

e ”
full subsidy,
ofthe
aus
bec
he said. “More people will use it if
it’s free.”
The money to provide this service will come from the many student parking fines collected by the
University Police Department.

grams.
AMRTS busses run from 7 a.m.

MELISSA
LUBINY LUMBERJACK STAFF

fron, got on « hus to Senaybrec.
Sergio Compbell left, ond Jessica Nolra, who both started riding the bes because Ut is

are
Route maps and schedules
from the drivers and are this year at all times.
available
“[¢’s great for students,” Sharon
also posted at the bus stop shelter
on Library Circle. Standard fares

Batini, director of transportation

are 80 cents while seniors older for the City of Arcata, said. “I just

their ID's.”
than 65 and children 3 to 6 years hope they remember
old are 25 cents.

AMRTS was initiated by the

will ride for free Arcata City Council to provide an
HSU students

Stuffed Tofu Tu rkeys
Choice of Dressing & Sizes
10% Discount for Early Orders Placed by Nov. 10th

ee
YT
supporting Joyce:

HINRICHS
JUDGE

Twenty-five

of the system is paid by fares and
from a portion of
money obtained
the state sales tax on gasoline pays
the rest.
Service is within a quarter mile
of most city residents.

patti

1
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Wednesday,

money on two col-

lege courses he taught. The agenciesare looking into the possibility
that the courses were actually train-

PLANNED PARENTHOOL

ing seminars for conservative political activists.

* Birth Control Services/

* Low Cost Confidential HIV/AIDS Testing

kswith
pull even
Blac
es
tion
in gradua
whit

* Drop-in Teen Clinic Tues. and Thurs. 3-5:30

: © A Trusted Place for Your Questions
Clinic Services: 442-5709
. Administration: 442-2961

2316 Harrison Ave.

After improvement for five decades, the Census Bureau reported

on Friday the hig

j

school gradua-

is now the same
tion rate for
as that for whites. The census report found,

however, that His-

panics are falling behind whites

and blacks. Also, 23 percent of

U.S. attacks
Iraq for
second time since war

associated flooding. Gov. Jim

was the worst disaster for his state

adults more than 25 years old have
earned at least a bachelors degree,
which sets a record.

The United States attacked Iraq
. 27 cruise missiles fired
2 with
Sept
from B-52 bombers and naval ships
in the Persian Gulf. It followed up

end up exceeding $1 billion.
Flooding has reached from North
vaniaand
na
Pennsyl
up intoli
Caro

money for
wins an
Reag
Iran-Cont
legal ra
costs

Hunt, of North Carolina, said it
in this century and damage may

the next day, attacking air-defense
sites in southern Iraq.
The attacks were in responseto

A U.S. Court of Appeals
awarded former President Ronald
Reagan $562,111 to pay him for

Iraqi military excursions against

Northern Iraq. The Iraqi military
and Kurds allied with them suc-

ceeded in destroying the rebel

Kurd forces, which are allied with

Iraq’s enemy, Iran.
President Bill Clinton expanded the no-fly zone for Iraqi

military aircraft to just south of
Baghdad, the Iraqi capital. It was

the aah emghons ounsncs

tary sites in Iraq in retaliation fora
plot to assassinate former President George Bush when he was on

a visit to Kuwait.

Hurricane Fran kills 30,
floods four eastern states
Hurricane Fran blasted the East
Coast with winds up to 130 miles
an hour last week, causing at least
30 deaths from direct damage and

GRAS NE!

legal expenses from the Iran-

unfriendly Kurdish rebels in

President Clinton asked Congress Tuesday to find more than
wide rangeof
pay fora n
to lio
$1 bil
i

anti-terrorism measures, i

new airport security equipment

and procedures to check suspicious airline passengers.
The plan would also double the

number of Federal Aviation Ad-

ministration secusity agents to

1,200, start a screening process

onalthe
cargo expand
for internati
authority of customs and FBI
agents to deal with the threat of
airborne terrorism.

’ Gingrich investigated
for college course
The Internal Revenue Service
and the U.S. House Ethics Com-

mittee are investigating House

Contra scandal. Under the inde-

pendent counsel law, people who

are subject to an investigation and

are not indicted are eligible for

money ifthey believed they faceda
“realistic possibility” of being in-

DISTINCTIVE JEWELRY

<7,

dicted.

Diamonds
Beyond Your

Three strikes not used,

California is exception

eruar laren

Only nine people have been sen-

tenced at the federal level since the
three strike law was included in
the 1994 crime bill. And in the 22

states which passed similar laws,
the laws aren’t being used.

In California, however, 15,000
offenders were sentenced for second and third offenses. Twice as

many marijuana users have been
sentenced as have murderers, rapists and kidnappers.
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Headwaters.
creative.”

* Continued from page 13

wid
rape

federal government by Charles Hurwitz
stemming from the failure several years ago

tice

ee
remaining unpro-

tected ancient redwood wilderness in the

world or to drive a species off the face of the

ofa Savings and Loan he ran. That idea has

earth. Extinction
is forever. Private prop-

been put to rest by the Clinton administration.
John Garamendi, the Clinton
administration’s lead negotiator with

erty rights are not being violated.”
ee
ee

holes in state laws to continue

Hurwitz over Headwaters, said that neither

that hein guing w heap pudhing the lag

dent should interfere or negotiate a settlement with Hurwitz’s conerning his debts.

“But we've got the best attorney’s working on this, practically for nothing, full time,
and their opinion and the opinion of the
scientists that are working on this is that he

Riggs’ spokesman Mark Davis agreed.

“Trading old growth public lands for
Headwaters is inappropriate,” he said.
Environmentalists would like to preserve
a60 ,000 acre area that would include al the
old growth stands and a buffer zone around
them.

will not be able to cut these groves unless the
Endangered Species Actis entirely gutted.”
Several environmental organizations have

a lawsuit pending against PL’s salvage logging operations. The suit claims the logging
violates the ESA.
Paul Mason, endangered speci
species project
co-ordinator for EPIC, said a
restraining order on the salvage logging is

However, PLis only willing to sella 4, 700

acre total at most.
“At this point, if we are not going to be

itis zoned by the state of California, then lets

work out some sort of deal where we can set
it aside,” Bullwinkel said.

“It is zoned for commercial timber production, it is private property, we are willing to negotiate a settlement to set aside that
forest so that it can be preserved forever, but
because itis
i private property, we expect just
compensation,” Bullwinkel said. “What
form that compensation takes (can be) very

arose of virgin stonde and lrge areas

system.

the Departmentof the Interior nor the presi-

allowed to use it for (the purpose for) which

‘eomeeres
rt
tartar
Orasetaeactnceeree

likely until the case can be heard. But they

will not be able to get a judge until Tuesday

17 at the earliest.
“We're hoping public pressure will keep
PL from going in there, dragging the critical
downed logs out of the pristine ecosystem,”
he said.
Mason said he was not sure if they would
be able to even geta judge on Tuesday, “but
we sure as hell will be trying.”
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Pacific Lumber head target of vandalism
siete

.was extremely unnerved as a result of the vandalism.

Tension between environmentalists and
the timber industry has escalated because of
the Labor Day weekend vandalism of the

home of the

presidnt

of Pacific Lumber,

JohnPL Campbel.
.
is planning to begin salvage logging of

sible and uncalled
for. But what is also irre-

sponsible and uncalled for is to raise that
level of rhetoric and that sort of inflamma-

“His privacy was violated,” she said.
However, she did not place blame on any
organization and said that it is up to the

tory language in a district that is already eo

Humboldt
County Sheriff to investigate.

full of tension.”
Riggs denied attributing the vandalismto

sonal residence,” Bullwinkel said.

wrong.
“Weare
in the process of negotiating with

“Nobody should have to come home
and find this when they return to their per-

Headwaters
Forest Monday. Opponents
will

rally against the logging Sunday.

“Save Headwaters” was spray paintedon
Cambell’s home. Gasoline
was poured into
PL spohseioman Mary Ballvinkel esid

Protection Information Center, accused Rep. Frank

never
do this,” he said. “No Earth Firster
would have set the pool on fire. That could
have caught his house or the woods and
area
on fire. We would never
risk that.”

Lanman attributed the vandalism to op-

Earth First! and said Mason had his facts

ponents of environmentalists.

-_

people
who are trying to aateien

over the rally and all sorts of

44

“Someone took it upon themselves to
incite violence
and to incite

” Cecelia Lanman of E.P.I.C. said.
“There’s no way anybody involved
in this

Lanman said

movement
would do that.”
An Earth First! member who wished to be
identified as
agreed.
nonviolent. We would
“We are

avowed any kind of action like that. We are
of nonviogoing to stick with the princi ples

yn

ether and his staff of calling
incident “an Earth First! firebombing.”
“ins siied a tellus “Uomo

“Earth First! and: E.P.1.C. have dis-

lence all the way through and that has always been our belief.”

County Supervisors have own plan for Headwaters
By ogo Splfing

adopted last week, the board asked
the federal government for com-

pensation.
More specifically,
the resolution
asks for:

Humboldt County should not
have to suffer economically
from a
settlement between the federal
government and Pacific Lumber
Co., the County Board of Supervisors argued in its newly adopted
Headwaters resolution.

¢ A solution
to the case and end
to divisiveness.
e Logging and ecological
restoration.

¢ Federal
for timber yield taxes which will be lost.

In the resolution, which was

¢ Severance
for PL
workers that will lose their jobs if
Headwaters forest becomes pro-

Recovery
of fish runs.

Pes
emma ner mng
safe manufacturing businesses

tected.

© Funds for habitat and watershed restoration.

¢ Federal funds in the amout of

$40 million to build a marine ter-

Eureka attorney Bill Bertain,

who is suing Texas financier . minal in Eureka.
According to Mary Bullwinkel,
Charles Hurwitz on the behalf of
a PL spokeswoman, the impact of
former PL shareholders
and workthe Board of Supervisors’ resoluers, offered enhancements to the
resolution. He specifically called tion on the case is unknown.
“The County does not have any
for:

legal authority to do anything in
the case at this point, because the

case concerns private property,”
she said.
Third District Supervisor Julie
Fulkerson said the board only
wants its resolutions to be considered in the case.
“We simply ask to be heard,”
Fulkerson said. “Our concern is
to protect Headwaters and the
workers.”
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County workers
threaten to strike
The development was the latest

By Gevid Courland
i
R

in a series of conflicts between the

Humboldt County’s Board of
Supervisors were given an ultimatum Tuesday, to present county
employees with a contract proposal, or county employee union
members will go on strike Sept.
17.
“We have told them we are perfectly willing to meet with them if
they have something to say,” said
Sherrie Hayes, business agent for

the American Federation of State,

Looking for good grub

MARK WINNER’ COMMUNITY EDITOR

Areateas
crvize the plaza looking for fun and qualtiy food on Saturdays. The Farmer's Market lasts
from 9 ¢.m. to 1
ond boes
somets
of the highest quality produce, much of Ht organic, im the area.

peace,” before the board retreated

into a closed session.
“The discussions have not
stopped, they are ongoing,”

are very eager to get this resolved.”
County and union negotiators
could be meetingas carlyas today.
“Where we are at the present
time is that we have tentatively
schedu
a led
meeting for tomorrow
afternoon, and that will hopefully
allow us to present
ing that
will bring this to a resolution,”
Haeg said.

Green

Apartments

1&2 Bedroom Apts.

on

| 3

$450 to $600 per: mo.

$255 to $285 per mo.

1

worked a

contract,

without a

supervisors, who

must decide how to reduce a $4.6

million budget deficit.
General fund revenues are an

estimated

$65.8 million, but

county offici
haveal
putin
s

requests

for funding totaling $70.4 million,

resulting in the dilemma facing the

board.
County Administrative Officer

Chris Arnold has told supervisors

County and Municipal Employees
their alternatives are cutting serLocal 1684 Tuesday outside ofthe
vices, trimming work hours or —
board’s chambers at the county
the most ominous possibility for
courthouse.
- unionmembers—laying offcounty
“But if we don’t have a settleemployees.
ment that we can recommend (to
The possibility of layoffs
union members) by next week, we
prompted a vote among union
do not go back to work,” she said.
members Friday to take action inThe declaration followed a raucluding a possible strike, if necescous encounter in board chambers
sary
at the county courthouse as union
Union leaders distrust the
members disrupted the meeting
county’s analysis of the budget,
with chants of “No contract, no
which has
several times in

. Fulkerson said. “Believe me, we

Humboldt

1,100-member union, which has

935 H St.
| Fax 822-3975 © Office Hours 9 a.m.
PR

iY:

ee

ad

recent weeks as officials found

original estimates were off by mil-

lions

When supervisors learned on

Aug. 22 that the county's deficit
was larger than cepncind they

vote
to rescin
dd a salary and benefits offer made to the majority of
county employees.
Supervisors were told that $2.6
million in reserve funds they had

hoped to use hadalread
been used
y
to cover last year’s deficit. Since
then, estimates of the deficit have

ranged from $4 to $7.7 million.
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Assembly debate sets stage for November
ter,” Strom-Martin said..

Gales aa
With November electionsa few
months away, the three candidates running for district one

State Assembly began to stake
out their stands on different issues affecting the North Coast.
During a debate held at Celebration Hall in Arcata Tuesday
night,

candidates

answered

questions from the audience and
callers listening to KHSU,

by

-

“Among other things, I want
to put education decision making back into the hands of local
teachers, parents and principals,” she said.

Representing the Natural Law
Party, Harry Wrench, a former
university administrator and

professor of engineering spoke
about restructuring the government.
The government should be
based on, what Wrench

calls

ness in California,” she said.

“proven solutions.” The Natural Law Party believes government should be based on proven
solutions, taking into account |
multiple variables.
“I support preventive measures, which I believe will help
solve problems before they

Throughout the debate she
talked about attracting small

arise,” Wrench said.
Generally, the candidates

businesses to the North Coast.

agreed on issues, such as support for affirmative action, gun

using anecdotes from their own
lives
Margie Handley, Republican

nominee and former small busi-

nesswoman, decided to get involved with politics because “it
was no longer fun to be in busi-

“I want to make California a
business-friendly state,” she
said.
Virginia Strom-Martin, Demo-

cratic nominee and former public school teacher, focused on
education.
“The educational system isn’t
working the way it should, and

together we can to make it bet-

_.

control and reforming the current welfare system.
The one area of major debate
and disagreement was the proposal of cutting taxes across the
board. Handley agreed with
Gov. Pete Wilson’s proposal of
a 15 percent tax cut.
She said, “If we cut taxes and

Assembly candidate Virginia Strom-Martin, right, rails against “Orange County etromise” while Margie Hendley oh,
says she is not an extremis? as Natural Law Party candidate Harry Wrench looks on.
control spending, it will stimulate the economy.”
Wrench said preventive methods would reduce the overall
cost of government, which
would make a tax cut unnecessary. However, ifa tax cut were
inevitable, he said, “The Natu-

ral Law Party favors a flat tax.”
Strom-Martin does not support a tax cut because, she said,
there is not enough funding for
public programs and services.
“We need to invest more in
education and job incentives. (A
tax cut) is not appropriate,” she

said.
As the candidates gave closing
remarks, urges came for voters

to get involved and become a

part of the democratic process.
Wrench said, “We need participation from everyone. Vote your
conscience.”

Che Rathskeller
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Women have always spoken out against injustice.
Yet, 9 out of 10 women raped on campus don't say a word
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Priest sentenced for
molestation
After pleading guilty in July to

Cece Peniston
- I'm Movin On
Demus*Chake
& Pliers For Every Kinda People
Doyle Bramhall li - Doyle Bramhall
Face To Face - Face To Face
Grace Of My Heart - Soundtrack
John Mellencamp
- Mr Happy
Jonathen Richman Surrender
To Jonathan

Linda Perry - in Flight

Carnegie Institute in Washington

D.C. announced
they have proven
the existence of “slow earth-

years in prison without pa-

seismometers
because they gener-

Prosecutors dropped charges in
11 otherass
datingault
back tosthe

Catherine
Wheel - Like Cats & Dogs

scientists at the

along the San Andreas fault 85

a

Blackstreet
- Another Level
Carlene Carter - Hindsight
20/20

nal Nature,

one felony count of lewd and lascivious acts with a minor under the
age of 14 and one misdemeanor
count of child molestation,
former

was
Catholic priest Gary Timmons
sentenced Friday toa maximum of

” Better Read Then Deed
Billy Brag - William
Bloke

In last week's edition of the jour-

70s. Timmons apologized before

s the
onfrom
was removed
Timm

pulpit in February 1994 after sevThe
eralallegationsof molestation.

penalties
has paidic
church ol
Cath
totaling $2.5 million to 15 different victims.

”

A 4.8 magnitude earthquake
miles south of San Francisco in
1992 lasted seven to 10 days. Slow
do not show up on
ate small seismic waves. Their significance is that some scientists
think they cause, and thus can predict, conventional earthquakes.
Other scientist think they relieve
seismic pressure.

Courthouse architects
finally paid in Eureka

MELISSA LUBINY LUMBERJACK STAFF

Ending an 18-month dispute,

No oil leases
off

Holmes Biords Architects, a Eu-

California until 2002

been given $140,000 by the Eureka Board of Supervisors for designing and helping to plan the
new Humboldt County Courthouse.

Congressman Frank Riggs, RWindsor, announced on Aug. 28
five-year ban on
that a
oil drilling off of California’s coast

reka-based architectural firm, has

“BACK 10 SCHOOL.
(PLAY DIRTY’)

Lisa Germano Excerpt
From A Love Circ
Neurotic Outsiders Neurotic Outsiders
New Edition
- Home Again

Pet Shop Boys - Bhingual

Manny the hipple, of Late Night With David Letterman fame, enjoys himsel!
at the Hog Farm,

Wavy Gravy’s summer camp turned end-all -gemmmor

festival.
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Appeal to environmentalists

Riggs changes Headwaters b
sibility of contracting out many
management responsibilities at
the forest.
Riggs supports looking into

® Environmentalists
not satisfied
with plan
that saves no more than
By Marc Wiese
Rep. Frank Riggs, R-Windsor,

announced changes in his Headwaters forest bill he
bh hopes will
help it get through Congress.
Riggs’ bill, which is up for a
hearing tomorrow, met with
strong opposition from environmentalists when it was originally
proposed last year.
Most of the changes make the
bill more attractive to environmentalists. The bill would swap

E.P.1.C. Coordinator

a 36-

month deadline for an agreement

between PL and the federal government.
However, it no longer gives
PL an absolute right to log if negotiations fail.
Also gone is a ban on designating additional PL land as critical habitat for the marbled

forest.

It requires that 25 percent of
the income from forest timber

sales be used to fund demonstration projects to study the fea-

Wouldntyour .
family, friends or .

scription to The

PAUL MASON

unused military bases and Treasure Island

in San Francisco Bay.
The bill still cies

ther demonstrate the spirit
of accommodation that is required to move
forward.”
PL could not
be reached for

comment.

clude several

sion which would cut funding in
half to the Six Rivers National

one like a sub-

non-

organizations... have made significant changes in my bill to fur-

“It would not ever allow
the acquisition of the
other groves, whichwe
still plan on doing.”

timber lands.
These
_in-

reation Area in Del Norte
County.
The new bill drops a provi-

Environmentalists are still
not
pleased

however.
Paul Mason, endangered species project coordinator for the
Environmental Protection Information Center said, “It still has

some pretty bad stuff in it.”
He said the bill “expressly ex-

cludes (protecting) anything outside the core 4,700 acres. It

would not ever allow the acquisition of the other groves, which
we still plan on doing.”

PETE

CHENARD

GRAPHICS

EDITOR

GOT QUESTIONS?
=

that special loved

all concerned individuals and

many

rights near the Smith River Rec-

PL must be compensated for any

timberland make up the majority

Maxxam
Corp., owner
of
Pacific
Lumber Co.,
has shown an
interest
in

Headwaters grove for logging

Instead the bill requires that

vice duties.
The original bill required that
of any land traded for Headwaters, but that provision has been
dropped.

VELL THEM HOW YOU REALLY Fez

murrelet.

loss of value to their land due to
such a designation.
Riggs stated in a press release
that he has “listened carefully to

ways to privatize many forest ser-

4,700 acres.

ill

The H.L.R.C. canhelp. We provide

information
free
on a variety
of legal

Lumberjack?

Sure they would.

It’s only $7 for a
$12
semestor er

517 Everding St Eureka

umboldt Legal
source Center

foa rfull year.
Call us at (707)
826-3259 to set up
a subscription.

Address:

a month 2S5hours

$20 a month 300 hours
269-2860

michael@wcinet.net

http://www.weinet.net

Warren House #53

Humboldt State University
Arcata, CA 95521

(707)826-3824

WARD 70 FIND REVOLUTIONARY SOUNDS
OF DUB + ROOTS
(707) 822-7760
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New canine replaces old at Arcata Police Department

sears

Pellatz said. Officer Bob Murphy, Bandits
handler, said once Bandit found two bur-

A young dog with new tricks is starting
work at the Artata Police Department restad 13-year-old Bandit, who retired last

J

Bandit was given a commendation and a
bone for his retirement by Mayor Carl
P
at the city council meeting Sept. 4.
Bandit served in the APD for 10 years, or as

“We are honoring Bandit for his loyal
years of service for the people of Arcata,”

Outdoor Store.
- “He’s found a lot of people in a lot of
strange places,” Murphy said.
“We are honoring Bandit for his loyal
years of service for the people of Arcata,”

“We don’t use the dog to sniff any old

Pellatz said.

person on the street,” Police Officer Marty
Bentz said. “Maggie is mainly used to search

Bandit was never trained to sniff dope
like Maggie, the new dog on the beat. He

“Peopl

was used for searches and handler protec-

tion. He only bit two people.
Bandit is now retired and living at the

ae

oer

|

Maggie attended a four-week training
atta

Napa.

és

Guus tau

wee

S

The APD
Maggie
with community donations from the Chamber of
Commerce, Arcata Rotary Club and Al
co
from Redding. The dog cost

vehicles or houses. “

hide drugs in walls, underand various locations
in their cars,”
Police Chief Mel Brown said.
Brown said Maggie is good for searching

i
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Pellatz said, “Over 60 doggie years.”

glars with guns hiding in the rafters at the

family home with his friend and long-time
patrol officer, Bob Murphy.
Maggie is a 2
black lab purchased
by the APD last July. When she’s not
kissing a stranger on the street, she's helping
to keep drugs off the streets.

WEDNESDAY-FRIEL
SEPTEMBER 11-13
OUTSIDE HSU BOOKSTORE
8:30AM-SPM
WED. & THORS.

"When Maggie’s not working at the police department to help keep drugs off the
streets, she’s with Bentz and his family playing at the beach or enjoying a quick nap.
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‘Silk Road’ paves new
way for upper division
Some students have embarked on a simulated journey through the “Silk Road” this

semester and are experiencing an alternative method for completing general

The “Silk Road,” a course based on a medieval trade route that

connected Europe, Central, South and East Asia, is an interdisciplinary package of classes which offers an innovative way for students to
get nine upper division GE units. Interdisciplinary
means that instruction comes from more than one department.
The “Silk Road” is used as a point of reference where different
cultures met in Eurasia. The class studies human integration, inter-

wivaate
“It’s

can in
course

i
thi
ones!
we

ing,”

Blank said. “The whole thing is a learning process.”
The structure of the course was designed to solve problems

many students face in traditional class settings.
“In traditional classes, students can run into problems of schedul-

See Sik Road, page 26

Custom designing majors to fit interests
By Crietinn Begley
So you can’t fit Spanigh into your busi-

ness major and political science minor? Try
writing your own international business

major. Want to integrate English, theater

arts and‘aft-history? Why ngt create your.
own creative arts interpretation major?
One of the alternatives to the traditional

major is an interdisciplinary studies major

which allows students to customize a major.

“With this major, you truly are creating a
major that is distinct to your needs,” said
Sharon Ferrett, I.S. program adviser.
The I.S. major has been an option for
students for more than 10 years, Ferrett

students currently in this major.
“This is one of the fastest growing majors

environmental technology, is a combination of ethnic studies, appropriate technol-

at the university,” Ferrett said.
1.S. students meet the, same lower

this will allow her to

i
di ih

sion general education requirements, but in

pursue specific career
goals such as traveling

formulating major requirements students
choose from three focus areas. After outlina student finds three facing an emphasis,
ulty advisers in each department to recom-

nota major on campus that provides that for

She estimates there are several hundred

Lawrence's self-titled major, international

me

DR

AITWYA LUMEN AUT

to developing areas and
workingon appropriate technology sys-

mend and approve the classes for each area.
A contract is formulated as in other majors,
but the choices are more open and flexible to
student input.
“I think it’s a great program,” Tara
Lawrence, an IS senior, said. “My interests
are so specific and I know exactly what I
want to do with the rest of my life. There’s

said, but has attracted more and more students in recent years.

and environmental science. She said

grated whole. His major, sustainable systems through ancestral voices, combines
environmental systems, ecology and Native
American studies.
“It’s about creating
your own reality instead of what’s prefor you,”

4)

though the I.S. system is still establishing

Edillon said. “I
wouldn’t say there
are any disadvantages
==) to the program, but if
you choose to do I.S.
you should know exBY PETE CHENARD actly what you want to
GRAPHICS
do because it’s very self-directed.”

Another I.S. major, senior Mikel Edillon,

able to eliminate “superfluous” classes that

three different fields of study into an inte-

page 26
See Interdisciplinery,

tems.

Lawrence said she
a
thinks prospective em- "=~
ployers
will more likely |
be impressed with her |
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custom major even |
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Edillon said by creating his major he was

itself worldwide.

created a major that allows him to combine

"n
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con

Contract promises four- year degree

Freshmen: Sign on the dotted line

-

a

dents and parents regarding the

Chancellor's Office, said, “I think
result of a mandate issued __ if a student wants to graduate

studenttoattaina“four-year”

Colleen

Dy Fuohas Scdoooa

spokesperson

7

f

Asa

Bentley-Adler,

for the

CSU

by the California State University

quickly and get on with their

HSU now offers first-time freshpledge prodegree ear
mena four-y

| wonderful opportunity.”
The idea for the pledge pro-

Chancellor’s Office for this fall,
m.
The program, which is described on page 19 of the HSU fall

schedule ofclasses,declaresthata

careers, this pledge presents a

ting students

sity fees will be waived for the

schooling faster.

amount of time it takes that student to graduate after four years
have passed if the pledge is signed

and strictly adhered to.

—

the program with hopes of get-

student’s tuition and state univer-

through

Giiuuas

"77"

gram came from Bob Detweiler,

_ presidentofCSU atDominguez
Hills,in 1992. Detweiler started

a)

their

Patricia A. Briggs,an HSU admissions officer, said the pledge

program was initiated at HSU be-

ry
oes

gram,” Briggs said.
“I would work with
,

Secondly, a student must complete at least 32 semester units per

year with a grade point average of

J

she said.
There are several precise

The third requirement is for the
studentto meet with an assigned

follow for this agreement to
become and remain valid.

propriate course of study.
To satisfy the fourth require-

AND MARY © must establish this pledge

major at the time of admission or

"=~

|
ne
ex
Fax

<

DiC

academic advisor to plan an ap-

stipulations a student must

ment, the student must declare a

First of all, the student

during his or her first semester.

degree.

pecs ‘cause of recent concerns of stu-. _ dents have established the pledge _ gible to take CSU level general
©ew
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«6

wo SP

eeweenew
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nwrewe

weer

eweew
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page 26

See

Level Math Test or becoming eli-

Despite this concern, no stu«©

For the fifth requirement, students must pass the Graduation

_ after completion of the English Placement Test and Entry

:

meee

2.0 or better.

butIdon’trecommendit,”

prior to registration andonly

Kune BY PETE weeny

~~

courses.

someone if they chose it,

wala eo ae Spades
8
Ex

BGNEBDrOM

English

sap

J aRABRT OAc

~

and

education

“This is a very limiting pro-

lengthof time it takes the average

math

agreement for this semester.

er

newreeweseeteeneere

eee

eeee
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posium represented the diverse
opinions held by many students

on the quality of education offered
at HSU.

“General Education is too con-

HSU psychology junior.
j
These contrasting opinions of
the general education requirement
policy at Humboldt State University ii been hotly debated in the
past and in the present.

with most ofthe
re-

I've taken,” said Ryan Scofield,

“Lots of students need to get in
the same or similar classes offered.

This creates a problem because
the number of professors isi lim-

ited. We're

not going to put two to

three hundred students in a class,

place

on

‘have to take Speech 100 at a com-

GE classes ~ a

ge
eian
i Os
tion and I agree
rounded educa-

feel

there’s

told by the ori-

KyWa

entation

pro-

an wigs

overload of them.
Jalso think
that four
or five classes should

be knocked off, because it takesa

full two years just to fulfill GE and
this doesn’t give me enough time

to take other classes that I’m inter-

jor

University of Maryland’ s GE

program has different requirements

College students often find

basic level. Why?
All HSU cations must fulfill
more than 60 units of upper and

JUST AS THEY ARE, to a place designed

S especially for them, and together they SEEK THE TRUTH about God.

courses
to graduate.
Interim Dean of Undergraduate
Studies Noreen Frisch said she

e MUSIC.
and GREAT
DOWN TO EARTH messag
a ys
py Dut alwa

believes the
enable
students to become well-rounded

i We call it University Praise, where the worship may include a drama, video, or guest musician
>‘i We want to provide a relaxed place where any person can seek God without pressure. So we

never force a person to say anything, sign anything, or give anything. At University Praise, it’s

to BE YOURSELF and experience the Christian FAITH in your own way.
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which

courses will be offered as general
education
involves input from administration,
and students.
“Around the mid °80s HSU

;

i

“The purpose (of GE) is to provide every graduate with a basic
in a number of subThe process of

Pe:

Lar

information call 822-7668.

and more diversified.

jects,”
she said.

&

For rides from campus or more

switched from a quarter system to
a semester system. The oversight
.

a place for...
our generation.

for GE was left up to each
of the
four colleges and their separate

curriculum committees,” said

Diane Anderson, assistant to the
dean of
studies.
“All of the upper, lower and human integration
GE are mandated
by the chancellor's office.”

Every five years each curricuCE to saucesine if }

@ ministryof

Campus Crusade for Christ

See Students,
page 26

ve-year reviews help us to do
thie” Rplch ond,
ha

By Nelly Wents

lower division general education

:

with mostjunior colleges, and UCs,

students, administration

where the flock likes to Rock!

at Trinity Baptist Church
2450 Alliance Rd., Arcata

Administration
agrees that difficulties sometimes arise when students attemptto transfer classes.
“Within the CSU system, along

aanl od eet

questioning
the process on its most

Sunday Nights at 7:30 PM

seas
should
be made.
—
“The curriculum committees
want to be sure all courses are

meeting the requirements,
and the

oe
Gee

and I’ve got 150 units under my
belt, and I just think it’s ridiculous
=" have to take this class,” he

) check over

themselves
taking several courses
required for graduation without

Bok

five years

‘foamuuane

Requirements designed by

University Praise
x Every week college students just like you come,

munity college or payy $600 to take
it at HSU in the

than HSU.

“I dida
Oa
es
” Renee Borst, religious— ie cited
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BRIENTA EERE TELIA EE

*

alanis
to HSU I was

eeao"
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Arts and Humanities,”
he said.
Herz is still waiting to find out if
he is going to graduate.
“I can probably
walk at graduation, but it looks like I’m going to

~

«
-

2B
we

a
me
2k

22822

put on the GE system. The sym-

a

AS office in University Center.
Other students have expressed
different opinions about GE.
“I think GE isa really good program, I’ve changed my major
based on some excellent classes

tee

from Universityof
may not graduate this

Se

eel the stress these additional

on time, many students

ee

a

sium Document, availiable at the

CR wid

~~

the University Curriculum
Commitee was held to discuss

Collective Student Voice Sympo-

alls w Wl

oe.

Ties

students have to jump through,”

ee

continues to be debated at HSU.
Yesterday the first meeting of

one student response
stated in

According to Anderson, the
University Curriculum Commitee

is made up of two elected faculty
representatives from each of the
four colleges... These representatives are chosen in a faculty election held each year.

Onemember
ofthe UCCis from

the Academic Senate, and he or

she serves as chair of the educamember is chosen to serve as liaison from the office of academic
affairs. This year the liaison is
Frisch. There are
are also four stu-

dent representatives
appointed
Associated Students.
Frisch said student input is

pe

is why students evaluate

ee

ee

een

We want to know how students

feel. All che courses students evaluate are really looked at,” she said.
UCC Chair and
department faculty member, Barry
Dalsant, said at the first UCC board
meeting Tuesday that “student
eft
geta

_.6UlUeDDlC
Dll

HSU.
Pete Herz, environmental re-

held a forum to gather student in-

Be

with the Registrar
and the Dean of

ee

Last fall, Associated Students

a

senior and

available,” Interim Dean of Un-

eliminate areas of conflict and to
create courses that can be considered part of a well rounded education.

BPR

Speech 100. I’ve gone to professors and asked if I could add and
they won't enroll me. Right now
I’m waiting for an
nt

individual interests. GE currently
represents the hoops that we as

These commitees will serve to

eg

from their former university to

Transfer students may also find
difficulty in transferring GE courses

how to deal with GE issues. Evaluation sub-commitees were established to examine various areas of
GE throughout the school year.

RAPHE

didn’thave
the requirements. Now
I can’t even get on a wait list for

s
on who's
at HSU, it all depend
if funds are
teach andble
avatoila

plans for the upcoming year on

Sa S

studies junior, said,

dividual class schedules should be
more flexible and should cater to

The battle between supporters
ofgeneral education and those who
see the system as a waste of time

MPR

so in order to keep class size small

ae

°

Our ability to create in-

so

qantas

icting.
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Students continue debate on General Ed
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No summer break? Trimester system proposed
By Merelys Krasner
COPY EDITOR

Two is good, but three may be
better.

Administrators,
faculty and staff

met over the summer to discuss

ideas that would add more flexibility within the university's curriculum and came up with the idea
of a trimester calendar.
Vice President
of Academic Affairs Alfred Guillaume
said he and
President

time last

Alistair

McCrone spent

talking with faculty

about the idea of a flexible calen-

munity to consider this proposal
and to debate with us and to be

education,” he said.
Both Wagner and Guillaume

open to us,” he said.

said they feel student input will be

This will

at a town hall

meeting Sept. 25 from 3 to 5 p.m.

in the Kate Buchanan Room.
— Associated Students President
Keith Wagner said he
heard about the proposed trimester calendar during the first
week of school.
“At that time I had
the impression that it
was justan ideaand that
nothing

had

done,” he said.

were approached with “the idea
that we might begin to look at new

has helped with the or-

ways of delivering educational services that are unattached to tradi-

ch en

Wagner

ganization
saline of the town
is still in the works, but

. week calendar,
meeting three days
aweekand 50 minutes
each time.”
The proposed alternative term

he can see possible advantages
and disadvantages for HSU.

would consistof three segments of

If implemented the

13 weeks instead
of the two 15week terms
now in place, which is

trimester calendar may

pared to 75.
School would be in session
year-round, and students could

choose if they wished to take a
term off. But the proposal
is ‘not
set in stone.
“What we have is the exploration of a calendar such as a trimester: We're not saying this is the
way we want to go at this time —

it’s certainly

ing we want

to consider,” Guillaume said.

“We’reasking
the campus com-

|

“Obviously students haveagreat

deal at stake in this because they

the skeleton,” he

said.
The plan offers
HSU the opportunity
to give students
a different way of
learning.
“This may allow

fe aieuae

"1

students
to learn in
new ways,” he said.
“We are an institution of learning. It
allows faculty flexibility, too, in their
teaching.”
He said another
advantage would be
to move students
through
the curriculum faster, if they

ee -

He said the proposal

tional methods of seat time, 15-

about 65 instructional days com-

the proposal.

the feasibility of the idea. That's
why we need student input,” he
said.
“All we did was put together a
skeleton and now we want everybody else to come
help us put meat on

been

dar.
Guillaume
said faculty members

Sin ce

crucial in the final decision about

tion of ideas, nothing else. Now
we are going to begin to determine

lead to better continuity within the university

wish to.

and its various program, he said.
Among Wagner's

He said it may
save
students
money in the long

biggest concerns are fi=
nancial aid
that would

Because the school operates on

need to be made and the ability for

a limited timeline during the sum-

students to get the courses they
need.

;

Wagner also said the proposal

may be a quick fix to general edu-

cation reform.
“What I’m afraid is that this is a
band-aid fix for reforming general

familiar with would be lack of

money.
“Hopefully we can convince the
legislature in the chancellor's office that with some small additions
to the budget we can make these
things happen,” he said.
A change in the way students
and faculty learn and teach would
have to happen if the new calendar
is implemented, Guillaume said.
“We are accustomed to learning

in a certain way and teaching in a
certain way and we must then reshape our behavior,” he said.
“Changing behavior is the biggest
hurdle I think.”
He said the proposal brings up
many questions.
“Once we have the town meeting we can listen to people’s concerns, what questions that they
might have and provide some answers, support,” Guillaume said.
“But I don’t think we can provide
all of the answers at that point.”
He said responses will be taken
to the committees.

James Foye, D.M.D.
The Family Dental Practice
Cleanings,
Examinations and
Preventative care

&

mer, many of the buildings and
were asked to participate
in the
summer meetings
because there
were none available.
“Now is the opportunity to get

the students
to speak up. What we
did this summer was an

fa-

resident halls are vacant, but still

cost money.

Guillaume said this trimester
calendar would use tax dollars
more wisely.
A challenge that HSU is not un-

> Students
welcome!
Member of the ADA, CDA and
the Academy of General Dentistry

442-1763
618 Harris Street, Eurcka
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ment time by a year.

“I think there’s a trend now,

reductionist perspectives,”
Edillon said.

Edillon said there is support

the campus, faculty
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proach to education.

of maFerrett said the
jors spreads across the disciplines of the campus. Some ex-

amples include international
business, leadership in manage-

ment, resource managementand
biology.

grads do very well in
"
getting jobs and getting into
graduate school,” Ferrett said.

“You create your own title so it
really is a major, not a generic

to haveadif
there
tive.”

mends the 1.S. major to students
who know what they want to do

Writing Proficiency Exam at least
three semesters before graduation.
Briggs said she sees two major
faults in the pledge program.
“One of these faults is the pledge

be ,

people believe changes will have
er to keep gentoeakbeidemade
all in ord ;
much more GE has
"580
to offer instead of just hoops to
” said Ravasco. “I
jump
think changes need to take place

General Education T:
) to
created
wasTC
riculum (IGE
help streamline classes and make

within the system.

them.

Silk Roa

jor,” she said. “Students inter-

Seam pepe 23
2 Continand

self-motivated, clear on what

ing, graduating on time and meeting with faculty,” Blank said. “This
course looks to solve some of those
problems.”
_
Road”
ts
the “Silk
takingen
Stud
meetin class for three hours a week

ested in this program should be
they want and creative. They
have to be self-starters. I like

beworking with these students

cause they are so interesting. I
can tell they really want their
to mean something to
education
them.”

GE going. It’s more than just lec-

ree
ing,”

ture, it’s field trips,
search, and interactive

For more information on the

Silk Road class offered, see story,

page 23.

We need to

r ir
chtsme
so
m Herbre
es
Willia
Prof
Richard Stull

Students seem to be supportive
of this new method of teaching.

origin.

“J love the exploratory nature of

the class,” said religious studies

senior Jeff Sidman. “The course
creativity and offers a
great depth of perception.”
“I think it’s great how the class

ity Alps where the students got to

“The course is challenging and

class and listening to lectures.”
The course is taught cooperatively by Blank, religious studies

each other and center their lives
The class just returned from a
Trinthe in
weekend camping trip

faculty.

pledge, students wouldn’thave the
ability to change their major,” she
said.

to expose views of non-European

around what they are learning.”

class once a week for group work,
field trips and consultation with

real intensive, and there is a lot of

this course are put into a position

where they have to interact with

and receive nine upper division
units. They also meet outside of

program limits the time a student
has to participate in extracurricular activities,” Briggs said.

“The other is, by taking the

that it’s
real world,” she said.
“The Silk Road is an excellent
of where I'd like to see

eliminated,” Anderson said.
As for the future of GE, many

but can’t find a major to suit
“There should be a very
a mastrong reason for creating

informathat s,
so od
ia meth

at their other campus or junior
(in
most areas of di

transferring credits) sh

To ensure students are taktees
class
ing the most appropria
for their interests, Ferrett has
in the
ts
employers
talk toen
stud
what
itythey
find out
commtoun
get
ees
value in new employand
recomFerrettfe
” li
linput.
“rea

make sure we're using updated

“Ifa student follows the IGETC

helpful out
perspec-

Freshmen———_W_
od32
espage
irom
«Conii

ma

ee

know each other.
“I definitely feel more comfort-

hands-on work and outside inter-

able in class after hanging out together on the camping trip,” said
religious studies junior Cory
Cuthbertson. “We got to know
each other’s stories and_back-

more
action,” Blank said. “There’s

to this course than just sitting in

integrates religion, health and ge-

ography on our own lives and how

we view the world,” Cuthbertson

said.
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With the greatest of ease

Los Payasos Mendigos to leap into town
Dieffenbacher expressed a similar appre-

ciation for what he does.

“This is one of the best jobs I can think
of,” he said. “The humor involved is what I

like most about our act. As a foursome we’re
not the greatest acrobats, but even ifwe were
I'd still favor the humor involved.
“It’s not to discount skill. Rather, humor

in Blue Lake, was formed five years ago at
By Peter Sciacca
LUMBERJACK STAFF

With material from its repertoire includ-

ing a “chorizo dance,” leaps over flaming
bananas and head-first dives into buckets of
Pepsi, you can expect the finest in acrobatic
buffoonery from Los Payasos Mendigos.
“We’rea bad Mexican circus act forced to
work on the streets and we think we're real

the Oregon State Fair when Rudi Galindo
asked Joe Dieffenbacher, Cosmo Kuzmick
and David Ferney to perform with him.
“At that first show together we only had
crates, carrots and stupid hats and basically
put on this stupid show,” Galindo said.
After that first show, the group returned
back home to refine its act.
“When we got back to Humboldt County
we gathered some more props from Dell’

good,” said Rudi Galindo.

Arte and started adding more material,”

Galindoplays Lupita, LaFeminita,acharacter in the four-member physical comedy

Dieffenbacher said. “Those props became
the main props for our earlier shows.”
Galindo said commitment has been a key

act.

Los Payasos Mendigos, Spanish for “the

beggar clowns,” is a combination of circus

acrobatics and‘Comedy.
*
“Someone once called us the Mexican
Monty Python,” said Joe Dieffenbacker,
who
plays Yahoo!, The Flame Retardant One.
“He said you'd really have
to be smart to be that
The

act, which

performs out of the
Dell’
Arte School of
Physical Theatre

to the act’s success.
“What we've learned since the beginning
is that we’re so committed towards doing

things so stupid and silly that the audience
enjoys laughing at us that much more,”
Galindo said. “We don’t bother to question
what we're doing.

“With Los Payasos Mendigos I can
travel and inspire people to laugh and
come together as a community,” he

said. “It’s also a great way to cut

makes the act more accessible to the audience. Everyone likes to laugh.”
Dieffenbacker said the group takes four
weeks to prepare for each show, fine tuning
the material
along the
way.

howctt
stantly
changes becausewedo

would do in real life,” he said. “Lupita is
more of a supporting character so I find it
easier to think of stuff for the other guys.”
Dieffenbacher said he takes a somewhat
different approach towards creating material for Los Payasos Mendigos.
“] draw inspiration from the various props
we use,” Dieffenbacher said. “I also get ideas
from elements of Latin American culture
such as traditional masks, dances and mu-

sic.”

Los Payasos Mendigos has just returned
f..6:,0)

Canada,
where

4

_—Victoria and

a lot of im-

JOE DIEFFENBACHER

provisation

Yahoo, Los Payosos Mendigos

Galindo

said. “No show is ever routine.”

they

os
forming at
festivals in
Editon.

“Someone once called us the Mexican
Monty Python. He said you'd really
oan
‘Have to be smart to be that stupid

a
within
loose show
. structure,”

8

Vancouver.

Over the
course of this
year, the act

has also performed

in New York, Colorado, England and at

Recently, Los Payasos Mendigos has in- _ various locations in California.

corporated some new acrobatic material as

well as a new bullwhip trick into its act.
“It varies whenit comes to which one ofus

comes up with material for shows,” Galindo
said. “Usually one ofus will come up with an

idea for an individual or group routine and
the rest of us will refine it.

“We've been traveling a lot so it’s nice to

be back home,” Dieffenbacker said. “This

community is like a family.”
Los Payasos Mendigos will perform Saturday at the Van Duzer Theatre at 7 p.m.
Tickets are $6 for general admission and
$4 for students and seniors.

“I come up with material by thinking about
my or one of the other
what
guys’ characters

loose.”
Los

Payasos

Mendigos.
From left,
Cosmo Kuzmick,
David Forney, Rudi
Galindo and Joe

2B —_—_ Wednsay,
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Keep on rockin’

Prine still playing after all those years
Kristofferson which lead to a recording contract with Atlantic Records.

by Meet beiewn

In the 1980s, Prine formed his own record label, Oh Boy

Records, because he was fed up with the business side of the

In today’s popular music scene where many singers are
on top one day and back to pumping gas the next, it is
unusual
to hear about 25-year veterans like
winning folk singer John Prine, who
is coming to HSU Friday as part of
his cross-country tour.
—.
Although Prine has traditionally
only used acoustic instruments, he
has formed an electric band for his
tour this year.
Early in Prine’s career, his talent
earned him the distinction of being
the next Bob Dylan. One of Prine’s songwriting traits is

music industry.

LL

“I was wondering where the fun was with the music,” he

stated. “(I wondered what hap-

pened to) this thing that I took onas

a hobby years earlier that I used to

get so much fun out of ... I wanted

to get back to doing that and then I
wanted to redefine everything that
I was doing for a living.”
Last year, Prine released his tenth

album, titled “Lost Dogsand Mixed

Blessings,” which received rave reviews.
The June 1995 issue of New Country magazine gave the
album four stars, saying, “Lost Dogs and Mixed Blessings’

creating characters in his songs.

Prine, whose songs have been covered by singers such as
Bette Midler and Bonnie Raitt, received a Grammy for Best
Contemporary Folk Album in 1991 for his album “The
Missing Years.” This album, which was also his most commercially successful, featured guest appearances by Bonnie
Raitt, Tom Petty, John Mellencamp and Bruce Springsteen.
Although Prine started writing songs and playing the
at age 14, he never thought music would end upas his
guitar

and most original songwriters
showcases one of our brightest
in the midst ofa winning streak that thankfully has no end in
sight.”

‘Howie Epstein, the bassist for Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers, stepped in as the producer for Prine’s last two
with Epstein compared to other producers
he had worked
with in the past.

career.

“All my previous producers, they'd only get s0 close with
the production,”
Prine stated. “I guess they thought
I knew
what
I was doing. Howie and me, we'd argue about the most
minute things until we got what we wanted.”

“It was alwaysa hobby to me,” he stated ina press release.
“I only wrote songs to amuse myself or get some girl's
attention.”
However, after positive responses from the audience atan
open-mike night at a Chicago night club, Prine decided to
quit his job as a mail carrier and pursue a musical career. By

7
general
for
p.m. Tickets cost $16 for students and $22
Prine will play at the Van Duzer Theatre on Friday at

the summer of 1971, Prine was performing with Kris

ry

admission.

the)

muypitien

Joha Prine brings his .
Friday.

RemoTan

9/14

= | osPayasosMendicos

JohnPrine 9/13

PHOTO COURTESY
OF CENTER ARTS
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returning to this piece, I hope to see we've learned a little

Those who wish to hear classical musicas it was originally
performed will be in for a treat Saturday at the HSU Lg
Artist Series’ first concert of the

’

.
season
John

£

eS

more and gained a little more insight.”
Clasquin has instructed all levels of piano at HSU since
1985 and will be performing one of her favorite pieces, a
sonata by Beethoven, in Saturday's

program.er

aa

Brech conducts the Humboldt
(GS EAM
Brecher, cellist and HSU
Symphony and instructs chamber
associate professor of music, will
music and lower string, such as
re as
{
rehash the sound of J.S. Bach by
| double bass and cello. He has spent
PREVIEW
tuning down his bass and using 4
] 18yearsabroad, performinginasymbow to match that of Bach's time, |
phony orchestra in Holland and the
aa
ileal
=
the original sound. The
: simulating
Pfeiffer Quartet in Germany.
concert will also feature HSU assoClasquin and Brecher’s perfor.
ciate professor of music Deborah
mance will be the first in the 11-concert series, which will
Clasquin on piano performing sonatas by Beethoven and
deliver audierices a variety of solo and chamber music, both
Shostakovich with Brecher.
ry, from all periods.
Brecher will begin the evening with a preview of the classic and contempora
Proceeds will benefit the C. Leland Barlow Scholarship
, “Authentic Performance, What and Why.” He
Fund, which has awarded 85 scholarships to incoming
speak on the performance style of the J.S. Bach Suite.
goal of the evening is not to solely music students.
i
The concert will begin at 7:45‘ p.m. in the Fulkerson
performances. She hopes to bring new flair to
emulate past

Recital Hall. Tickets are $5 general and $2 for students and
seniors. Season schedules are available in the music depart-

the duo’s sonata by Shostakovich, which they have per-

formed in the past.

:

ment office.

“In
“It has been one of our best collaborations,” she said.
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Here’s the story...

The saga of the Brady s continues

ally was much more
than that. Its cynical
y treatment of the original Brady Bunch series
was much deserved - punishment for their illachieved popularity and lon-

.

gevity.

We do find out the
mystery of what really happened to Carol's first husband.
When a man claiming the honor
(Tim Matheson) arrives at the
Brady’s door, Mike (Gary Cole)

by Joba Commoniee
CAMPUS EDITOR

“A Very Brady Sequel”
Paramount

*&& x (out of 5)

explains, “Kids, it turns out that

ture, valued at $20 million. While

PHOTO COURTESY OF PARAMOUNT

staying with the Bradys, Roy dis-

The Brady kids, Mercia, Jan, Cindy, Greg, Peter and Bobby hang out with Carol’s long-lost husband Roy, who,
kids like “lie, cheat, steal and kill.” unbekowst
fo the Brady clon, is an imposter who Is really after the Brady's $20 million Thai horse sculpture.

penses helpful advice to the Brady

Roy’s appearance also ignites
one of the central gags in the film.
If Mike and Carol were never really married, Greg and Marcia
(Christopher Daniel Barnes and
Christine Taylor) theorize, does
that mean they were never actually
brother and sister? The inevitable

- fer Elise Cox) finds herself hopelessly competing with “the ‘great
Marcia Brady.” No longer torsuch
be
Greg and Marcia fantasize about Greg's mother, itshquidn’t
ing, stare ateach a big deal — but then again, this is
each other
other a lot and share a passionate the Bradys.)
2? bse
.
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Tuesday Bcer bust & DJ beers start

i

at 30 cents

-23

evry

hour

Ot
.

Wednesday ‘Club Castro’
doliar drink

specials 7-10 pm 41 drafts all night
Thursday
Hip Hop Night
w/

DI ONE TON

_ Pint specials
start at $1.25

ee

friday live Music starting at % &
from 1fam-4am
w/ DI RED
attarkoursDI
Sve Music stardag at 9 & Afterhours
Dancing
with DJ UNKNOWN
iundey Cpen Mike Bives night
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Asin the first movie,
Jan (Jenni-

happens, helped in part by Mike’s kiss in the final sequence of the
order that the two share Greg’s movie. (Since it was clear from the
beginning that Carol was never
“swingin’ pad” in the attic.

|

living in the 90s world, but it re-

your mother’s first husband isn’t
dead like we originally thought.”
Unbeknownst
to the Brady gang,
Roy is actually an ex-con who is
after the Brady’s Thai horse sculp-

EBES S
SS S8EBHBEBBBERE
eBESEEeEEEES
|ee
ee oe
ee
ee
ee ee
ee
ee
ee

“The Brady Bunch” television
program has persevered despite
innumerable obstacles. Despite
being a corny program about impossible family values, itis still very
much alive in syndication and has
spawned horrible TV movies, variety shows and cartoons.
It will probably even survive its
second big-screen film.
It’s not that “A Very Brady Sequel” is bad — it’s actually quite
entertainingat times. It just doesn’t
do justice to the original. A lot of
people criticized the first movie for
just being the °70s Brady family
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Fall movieline-up
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Coming soon toa theater near you
The cold winds of November pit Mel Gibson and Rene
Russo against a kidnapper in Ron Howard’s “Ransom.”

Oy Tin oe

Armelitcmanae’

The summer movie ——

smashing god

once again proved to be a

time, but looming over the horizon
is the

torent fall movie season.
In September,
Gene Hackman and Hugh Grant
learn to
play doctor in “Extreme Measures.” Damon Wayans and
Adam Sandler try to make the audience laugh in “Bulletproof.”
Diane Keaton, Bette Midler and Goldie Hawn
get back at
their ex-bhsbands during “The First Wives Club.” Bruce

Willis d6es yet another action film for “Last Man Standing.”

_ Anthony Hopkins plays Pablo Picasso (first a cannibal, then

a dirty president, now an artist?) in “Surviving Picasso.”

The October breezes bring in Tom Hanks’ directorial

debut, “That Thing You Do” Brad Pitt, Robert De Niro,
Dustin Hoffman, Kevin Bacon and Jason Patric (WOW!)
has the movie industry buzzing over the bestselling novel

“Sleepers.” Geena Davis returns from her swashbuckling
disaster to meet Samuel L. Jackson in “The Long Kiss

Liam Neeson, Alan Rickman and Julia Roberts acquire
Irish accents for “Michael Collins.” Chris O’Donnell and

Gene Hackman show up in the latest John Grisham novel/

8

film in “The Chamber.”
Val Kilmer and Michael
also pair up to trail lions in Africa for “The Ghost and The

and James Belushii in

with Phil Hartman, Sinbad

Chrisusascomedy,

ingl
All eThe

Way.” Barbara Streisand acts and directs Jeff Bridges and

Pierce Brosnan in “The Mirror Has Two Faces.”
Oscar winner Kevin Spacey makes his directorial debut

by making Matt Dillon, Gary Sinise and Faye Dunaway

robbers in “Albino Alligator.”

The Starship Enterprise returns to battle the borg in “Star
Trek: First Contact.” Disney’s “101 Dalmations”
try to

Keep theirfurs from the nasty Glenn Close portraying Cruella
DeVil.
Don’t forget Micheal Jordan, Bill Murray and the Looney
Toons gang who jump into the big screen in the estimated

$100 million “Space Jam.”

The cold rains of December brings yet another alien
invasion in “Mars Attacks” This Tim Burton spoof includes Jack Nicholson and Glenn Close as the President and
First Lady.

Martin Short, Pierce Brosnan, Sarah Jessica

Parker, MichaelJ. Fox, Danny Devito and Annette Bening
(Can you say ID400! Without Mel Brooks of course) round
out this all-star cast.
Rob Reiner directs a very serious Whoopi Goldberg,
Alec Baldwin, James Woods and Craig T. Nelson in “Ghost

of Mississippi.”
“Beavisand Butt-Head
Do America” MTV style. Sylvester

Darkness

See Previews, page34

Dre

PHOTO COURTESY OF MGM

Hugh Grant and Sarah Jessica Parker witness a homeless man die

of bizarre symptoms in “Extreme Measures,” due out this month.
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Voted #1 Sports Bar On The North
Coast 2 Years Running
+ Beer & Wine

* Best Burgers Around!

¢ Chicken Strips
¢ Hot Wings

¢ Philly Cheese Steaks
¢ Nachos

!

FAMILIES WELCOME!

¢ Big Screen

*7 TV's

© Darts, Pool, Foosball © * Interactive Trivia & Sports
Owners Mary & Chip Stewart

#445-9327

109 Fourth St. e Eureka, CA
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Blade Records

Metal

Even this can’t keep “Vile” from

of hungry

vies tote
the year.
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The menagerie
of eerie sounds
put the “trip” in New
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BUY

ANY SHOT ANDO KEEP THE SHOT GLASS!
PLUS 1/2 LITER ALABAMA SLAMMERS $3.50

I counted the pennies and
saw what was the matter.
a,

No cash! I'm broke!”
| exclaimed with a rows,

,

HORS DOEURES

So I ordered a Jostens ring for

Dd DANCING @ 9PM

A TAX DEDUCTABLE $10 COVER
WILL 88 CHARGED AT THE DOOR!

no money down.
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Classical festival to benefit KHSU
——

musicians
:

For the sixth year, diverse public

radio station KHSU will hold “A

|

concert.

Classical Event

benefit

8

Pe
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2

ay

en

ory

area which include The

i
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The food and wine

sidlsdoteanstisenibesiondiadiecs

Class
Event,” ical
an outdoor con-

North

thisis our bi

ArcataHighSchool;TheRedWood

KHSU Direct
Pam Nendelson.
or

of Doug Beckste
and the ad
Oxalis

inapa
Blue Lake.
rkin
Now we're at

Chamber Orchestra, di- _ or provided in exchange for adver-

Ficldbvock
Fieldbrook Valley
Valey
Winey.”
Winery.
Areabalno
Seite
i
Ovanet comcom Ke first classica
event was l
cre“Other than on-air fundraising posed of four female students from ated six years ago under former
ne

_

whe

event,”

the backbone, the spine? | Se
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ae

Where's the statement?

Listening ¢o this album was

ae

epg

4, same

KHSU

Jil

ee

ive community

atte dassea.”

Winds Quintet, underthedirection

Saxophone Quartet.

“In 199S3thecelebrationwasheld

the FieldbrookWinery and

we’

Ben Tankersley, KHSU classical _ very pleased,” Sullivan said. It'sa

ing director for the station, said she

of ceremonie
for the sixth yearina
s

expectsbetween200and300people —_ row.

at this your's event. Gusste of the

The event will be held from 1 to 5

Sundayat
4241 FieldbrookRoad

“Thié laa gest event, It-com- funnosthofViddheookSchool
Tick

celebrati
can sample wines
on
from _bines the beauty of the Fieldbrook ets are $20 for KHSU members and

the winery, food from area restauWinerywithsuperbfoodandexcelrants and music from a varietyof _ lent musicians,” Tankersley said.

students
$30 for nonmembers,and
$5 for children 5-12.
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NOT YOUR AVERAGE VIDEO STORE...
We feature a unique selection of films that
you won't find anywhere eise, in addition to
a complete selection of contemporary
hits...

‘
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Student art shows in progress
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By Stacy Ford

ee

“Jerry

Maguire.”

Marshall directs Denzel Wash-

ington and Whitney Houston

“all shook up” whena print of her
digital image of Elvis Presley on a

neth Branagh portrays and directs “Hamlet,” which will in-

Madonna sings her heart out
portraying “Evita.”

ized on the walls of Graceland.

Crystal, Jack Lemmon, Gerard

lition Man” in “Daylight.” Ken- . in “The Preachers Wife.” And

HSU art senior Jenny Fox was

magazine cover became immortal-

The print won second place in

clude Robin Williams, Billy

| Ofcourse, thisisonlyahand-

Depardiu and Charlton Heston

Some of the films will make it

ful of the upcoming fall movies.

the digital image division in the

(Is this“Hamlet” reads“A Mid- _ big, while others will just col-

temporary display in Karshner

War” for director Richard _ live up to their fame. Only the

lect dust on video shelves.
Summer Nights Dream?”).
New actors or actresses will
Sandra Bullock and Chris
O’Donnell star in“In Love And _ bediscovered, whiletheoldmay

Nashville Elvis Art Exhibit. A copy
is now on permanent display at
Graceland and the original is on

a
DANIEL WIDMER/ LUMBERJACK STAFF

riched.” ItfeaturestheworkofFox

Art senior Jenny Fox said her inspiration for her acrylic painting “The Four

Fox’s work includes acrylic on
canvas and digital image photog-

oe
Fox’spaintingsisherdog“Molly,”

raphy, with which her Elvis digital
image titled “Memphis Mystery”
was created. Rush, who was un-

available for comment, is showing

coming of winter will tell.

Attenborough.

Lounge.

Sneezes — Spring” was her dog “Molly.”

°50s, old

and antique

compass all characters,” Fox said.

© Continued from page30
| mented by inner voices, she ob-

sex lines, flowersandCPRdum-

She's gotten me through a lot,” in her life.”

“I think my work is thought-

“I really enjoy vivid imagery,”

|

cameoappearancesinthemovie.

She said she “didn’t want to

she said. “I'd say I’ma very narra-

provoking,” shesaid.“It’shumor-

| The Dittmeyers are nowhere to

acters in the paintings she chose

As for her digital images, she

Both Fox’s and Rush’s work

| notaroundtodeliverhismeatto

ous and kind of quirky.”

limit” herself to just women char- _ tive painter.”

for the exhibit.
Arecurringcharacterinmanyof

can be seen in Karshner Lounge
through Sept. 262

said she draws inspiration from
old pulp fiction books from, the

§ The movie has its funny mo-

ments, but most ofthe sight gags
and Carol’s sexual innuendos
(i.e. — “I know what I'd like to
get my fingerprints on”) fall
short of the mark.

Movie"is
Bunchady
_. “TheBr

just one of a long list of movies .

be seen and Sam the butcher is _ that did not need a second installment.

7

You'd be CRAZY not to get It!
it is, without a doubt, the best deal in town...
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Alice.
Tiger —
dogand
| Cousin Oliver

you gotta have It!
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Brady

phs, which she collects. | sesses over imaginary boyfriend _ are briefly resurrected only to
AsfarastheinspirationforElvis | George Glass. Her attempts to be quickly killed off fora cheap
goes,FoxsaidElvisis“intertwined | provehisexistenceusingphone- laugh.

whoshe said has beena great influence on her art.
“Molly has been important.

:
4a
{

a

Fox said. “I've always felt she was | ShemetherhusbandatanElvis | mies, however, are in vain.
black and white photography.
Whilethereisalottolikeabout
Both students’ artfeaturemostly almost angelic. I constantly feel 1 _ tribute show and they married at
*itdoes
“A Very B
an Elvis chapel in Las Vegas.
female subjects,whichhelpedthem _ have to immortalize her.”
None.
desired:
be
to
much
She said he even looks a little | leave
Fox said she is definitely notan
come up with the title.
ofthe original cast members
like Elvis, “only better looking.”
“I wanted a title that would en- abstract artist.

ee

Penny

hisbestactionfilmsince*Demo-

and art junior Melanie Rush.

ie

Tom Cruise plays a loser in

Stallone does what looks to be

SCENE EDITOR

Student Access Gallery is presenting its first student art show of
the year, titled “Estrogen En-

eee

Previews: What's hot on film
2 Comtawed irom page 3i
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Hamon explores the art and sport of life
Cyclist returns to HSU after second trip to Olympics

meat
rd

aunt

ony

poms

ot

petra

de. lyboomg but Matt . con-

Hamon hagproved to be a model of perseverance.

The studio art junior came back from a
hit-and-run accident in October, 1993, to
compete in Adanta in his second Olympics,
taking sixth place in the team pursuit event
of track cycling.
Hamon, who lives in

il e

ship, a dream come true for Hamon.
“Here I was doing something I loved and
they wanted to pay me for it,” he said. “I
said, ‘Sign me up!”
After placing
well at the 1988 Olympic

Plymouth
.
Reebok
7;
team

ba

18

;

Trials, Hamon

tacted
him
about
sponsor-

was invited to the

_ Olympic Training Center in Colorado by the coaches of the national team.

“The invitation was an
exciting opportunity to

rs

move to Colorado,”
Hamon said. “It
was kind
of like

oe:

with

|

having

¥

his wife, Kelly, eae
anes
Barcelona, placing ninth in the same event.
Hamon
grew up in Igo, a small town “in

an

athletic

> .

schol

the middle
of nowhere” in Shasta County,

he said. The isolation proved to be the spark .
for Hamon’s career as a world-class cyclist.
With noun aibenaaiildae

Means

had to bike everywhere
from the age of 15.
After a couple of years of recreational
biking, Hamon and his friends began driving to bicycle races around the state, sleeping on the grass in front of banks and eating
microwaved hamburgers from‘7-11.

Hamon used the opportunity
to its fullest.

He placed first in team pursuit, second in
individual pursuit and third in the points
race at the 1992 Olympic Trials to qualify
for his first Olympic team.

Despite the realization that the Olympics
were a major competition, Hamon was unwilling to let the Games rule his career and
life.
“A lot of people think of the Olympics as
a huge deal,” he said. “My reaction was

confusing because I wasn’t that excited about
it.
“It seems weird to focus on one competition. It was just one experience in a lifetime
of competition.”
Hamon did enjoy the Barcelona Olympics, however. He said the 1992 Games
were “more intriguing”
than Atlanta’s Games
because they were in another country.
Hamon moved to the North Coast after
the 1992 Olympics because of its location.
“] always need an oceanor big mountains
nearby, so Humboldt qualifies,” he said.
However, the accident, which happened
in Freshwater, almost ended Hamon’s ca-

reer a year later. He was left with a broken
nose and jaw and 75 stitches in his face.
But instead of quitting, he soon became
determined to start anew.
“That’s when I had the best period of my
career,” he said. “I started enjoying the sport
on a basic level.”
That enjoyment of the pure sport led to
disenchantment with the 1996 Olympics,
however. Hamon said he believes every

“Iwas kind ofa Spartan lifestyle,”
Hamon
said.
Those early days of Hamon’s career,
though not

arship.”

turned out to pro-

vide him with valuable learning experiences.
“I got my ass kicked every weekend for a

long time,”
he said.
Hamon said two aspects of his life at that
point kept him cycling.
“One aspect was the adventure part,” he
said. “The other aspect was that it was kind

Olympiad after Barcelona will be the “PostModern Olympics.” '

of inherent in my personality to keep try-

See Homen,
page 37

ing.
The perseverance
paid off for Hamon

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY HEATHER PARKER
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“The whole thing could have wood Bowl on Saturday at 2 p.m.
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pull to- come down ina better fashion.” _for the home opener for the HSU
needs toody
“Everyb
Interim Athletic Director Scott
“'Jacks Madness” begins Thurs- football team.
Nelson said although the
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said each coach is
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Saturday,
women’s side
when the ‘Jacks play Pacificat 10
The cross country teams begin

ances

their season on Saturday with the

Humboldt Invitational at Beau Pre

Cross country coach Dave

have been planned better with

more interaction between mem-

as the men’s

team plays Bentley at 3 p.m. The

,

could
the weekendid
volleyball ath- | Wellssa

sandte60 hebed plen will

_Nelsonsaid onedrawback ofthe

Redwood Volleyball Clas- _ plethora of sporting events is that
p.m. fans will be spread thin across all
sicas HSUplaysGannonat7
spo
the sports.
in the East Gym. .
< a take People who
ede oe wae
arama

planned, the weekend should
prove entertaining to North
Coast fans.
“I feel that part of ourjobis

y flooding
and Sunday,
Thureda
dt
County hotelswithathHumbol
3 Information, approximately

day withthecommencementofthe

scheduling fiasco wasn’t

would

one venue

no

coll auth teaaiaedaee: he said.

_ Nelson said he would be one of
the people attending as many
Rese

long

nei aibattotene

ee

Golf Course in McKinleyville at the different sports

gether,” he said. “We need better

9:30 a.m.
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"m going to enjoy seeing

“T'mkind of gad i's happening

Western Montana visits Red- this way.”
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Soccer te

Oy Catan

Migeects

HSU in overtime last year. They
will play Bentley on Saturday at 2

The women’s and men’s soccer
teams will host the Redwood T ournament Friday through Sunday

p.m. and Dominican on Sunday,
at 10 a.m.

ent will
ly,
tournam
theite
“Defin
and this time they are ready to keep _ be a good time to probe our
for the season,” Exley
—
the trophy at home.
The first game for the men’s team
The Jacks will have a chance to
will be against Bentley College,
from Massachusetts, on Friday at look at new positions such as the
sweeper slot, after a vacancy at that
.
3 p.m.
position was left by the graduation
Coach Alan Exley said HSU’s
of former team captain Paul Parodi.
rivals are a strong team.
“We've got the new captain,
“I expect it will be a good chalChad Danielson, a real leader for
lenge for our team,” Exley said.
the team,” Exley said.
“They have a strong reputation
For the women’s team, the tourbe a
and I am sure this is goitong
nament will open against Pacific
good test to see our team.”
The other team HSU will play is University on Saturday at 10 a.m.
Coach Kim Benson said the
San Rafael’s Dominican College.
Last year the team finished with a game could be very competitive.
“Last year we beat them 3-2,
15-4 overall record.
“They have an excellent coach and I am sure the game will be
close again,” she said.
and program, so I think it will also
Also on Saturday at noon, San
be a good game,” Exley said.
Francisco State will face George
This game is scheduled for SunFox, from Oregon.
day at 2 p.m.
Although HSU won't play them,
the fourth team is Pacific Univerpage,41
See Seccer
sity, from Oregon. This team beat

For casual dining or take out

HULA

[all
PLAZA
761 Sth St.
on the
Arcata Plaza

822-6105
LARGE
VEGETARIAN
MENU

ways
fine

food

sporting

evens

1.
Get
"Hunan Buck" for

every $10 you

spend dining

Open 11 a.m. to 10 p.m.

2.
Receive 10%
discount with
the HSU

Cards
All Major Credit

Pass

Accepted

KEITH SHEFFIELD
/ LUMBERJACK STAFF

nesade ivile xored a goul and two escisis is Sunday's 6-2 drubislng of Col Poly Paxsone.
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© Continued
from page 35
artist at heart, Hamon
“Ie’snotabouttheathleteany-

more,” hesaid. “It'smore about

said he

wishes his success
in cycling could
translate to another sport.
“If 1 could trade my position in
cycling to the same level in any
sport, it would be running,” he
said. “It’s so primordial.”

magazine.
“I'd like to campaign for creative change in the profession,”
he said.
“I’m attracted to art the same
way I’m attracted to competing,” he said. “It helps me discover a lot of things about myself. ”

tradition?
8
Montana Tech 20,
ar =

HSU

7: It looks like Ted
i isn’t the only one
who bombs in Montana.

didn’t hit 40 home runs in a
season.

‘@

y.

Soe

you

te

ality has often been
misunderstood because he is an athlete.

they would haverun the equivalentof a marathon.

hate the Dodgers,
you gotta hate

e
With his newly attained $5 million, Bruce Seldon

’em for their inability to run
away with the division title with

“A lot of
because of my

can afford to buy some ice packs

- a team stacked with that much
talent. Last I checked,
they had
the league leader in saves and
batting average
Jeff
®
Houston’ 8
had better break his

but I couldn’t tell you who won
the last three Super Bowls or

when he hit the mat after
ike Tyson missed him.
e
Maybe I shouldn’tbe

the NBA
_

so tough on Seldon; the referee

See Wood Chips, page 39

almost over and why break with _

think that
ic involve-

ment, I’m interested in sports,

for all those nasty bruises he

hand soon. Afterall,
the season’s

imagine
compete in

love to travel
in atime
machine
to the Olym-

another 26 miles and 344 yards,

Whether you love or

“If | could trade my position in
cycling to the same level in any sport,
it would be running. It's so
primordial.”

Sydney,” hesaid. “I'd

.c. Brady Anderson)

ionship or the
said. “I’m an
World Series,”
artist trapped in an athlete’s
Whetherheisanathleteoran

MATT HAMON
studio art junior

Hamon said he even ran a season of track at HSU before being
sidelined with shin splints.
“As soon as I can charge my
‘batteries, I’d like to get involved
with cross country or track again,”
he said.
Hamon said he is looking forward toa career in graphic design,
perhaps as an art supervisor for a

FRESH DAILY

MADE

Available én markets
and restausants throug hot

losophy on cycling culminated with his excitement at the Olympic
Training Center.
“Every day that you
woke up, you woke up
knowing you'd have a
chance to push yourself
to

your

emotional,

physical and mentallimits,” he said.
Anybody can achieve what
they want ifthey want it enough,
Hamon said.
“I’ve had my butt kicked by
all body types,” he said. “I’ve
also beaten people who look
like
specimens
from
Michelangelo’s collection of
anatomy. Theonly giftyou have
to have is desire.”

Mon. - Thur. 5-8 p.m.
Fri. 4-9 p.m.
‘glass
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Humboldt

Hamon said his phi-
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‘Jacks ready to avenge lone loss of 1995
@ Last year’s loss to
Western Montana
ruined hopes of an
unbeaten season.

“Their quarterback was someone or two in the
thing like number

nation for the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics last

year, so he is an exceptionally fine

player,” Whitmire said.

According to HSU Sports Information
Director
Dan
Pambianco, Truman

named NAIA national player of the
week after Western Montana beat

The HSU football
team will face
one of its toughest opponents Saturday when it plays its first home

Sonoma State last weekend, 34-

17.
“The one thing we did last year,
and that we can’t do again, is that
we turned the ball over something

game of the season against Western Montana.
“Western Montana will be a real
test for us,” Coach Fred Whitmire
said. “They beat us last year, and

like six times. And if you make

mistakes and give up the football

they werea very fine passing team.”
Western Montana, which gave
HSU its only loss last season, is
known for its effective use of the

six times by interceptions,
fumbles
or things like that, that would make

a big difference in the game,”
Whitmire said. “We will have to

formation,
where one back

play much better than we did last

sets up behind the line with the
quarterback,
so that there is a threat
with a passing formation.
“They block exceptionally well,
they throw the ball exceptionally
well, they protect
their quarterback

year if we want to win.”
But Whitmire has confidence in
his team and thinks HSU has a fair
chance to win the game.
“I feel
about the team. I
bit ahead of
little
think we're a
where we were last year on offense.
On defense, we're totally new. We
need to gain time and experience,

exceptionally well and they also
play excellent defense,” Whitmire

said.
Western Montana also has its
rba

oe

T
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\
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HSU running back KeAlil Clifford (35), shown here in lest week's Groen and Gold scrimmage, will have to join fellow

poge 41 rusher Percy McGee in dodging Western Montanc’s effective detonse Saterday in Redwood Bow
See Football,
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°

The HSU volley-

ball team traveled from Ha-

waii to Fresno during its 10day road trip. Talk about
seeing the high and low ends
of the spectrum.
°
Congratulations to
the women’s

|
|

twice. Junior Jenn Lundeen
was
to the all-tournament
team.

soccer team,

which kept Cal Poly Pomona
from scoring until the second overtime Sunday while
playing without a key player
for 112 minutes.

Singles network
oy ene
September Seacial
Ladies under 30 1/2 price Parties. and Dinners

You choose from hundreds Confidential

Call Margie 626-8273 or 000-680-2237

>

one of four games,
the
University of North Dakota in

Football
loses opener
to Montana Tech
.The football team matched
its loss total from last season on
Saturday, losing to Montana

five games.

Soccer teams
perform well

Thursday evening dinner meetings, 6 p.m.

Study
Music
Friendship

The men’s and women’s soccer teams made impressive debuts Sunday at Cal Poly

Tech, 20-7, in Butte, Mont.

The ‘Jacks succumbed to
Montana Tech despite 228
yards thrown by quarterback
Chris Shipe. The Orediggers,
the seventh-ranked team in the
NAIA Division I, held the HSU
running game to just 41 yards .
Halfback Percy McGee
scored in the second quarter
for the only HSU touchdown.

Christian College Fellowship

Pomona.

Will Borberg scored two
goals and Armando Avila had a
goal and two assists as the men
beat up on the Broncos, 6-2.

Open to all who are interested in exploring
their faith with others,

The ’Jacks outshot the Broncos, 22-15.

For more information, call:
822-1963, 822-1321, or 822-0889

The women played all but
eight minutes without Heather
Johnston,
who was ejected with
a red card in the first half, before falling to the Broncos, 2-1,

Volleyball returns
after long trip

in two overtimes.
All three goals were scored in
the second overtime period. Liz
Ortiz scored for the *Jacks and
goalkeeper Julie Raup had 10

The volleyball team finished
a 10-day road trip with a 3-8

record.
The team played first at the

saves.

§—3rqj & C Streets, Eureka ° (707) 444-9671

*MASTERCARO

f

The *Jacks then traveled to
the Fresno Pacific Sunbird

For those of you

ing, lowa Wesleyan
College’s football team beat
Millikin University on Saturday, 7-3.
®
Normally, golfis a
pretty boring sport, but Tiger Woods ... naah, golfis
still a boring sport.

gp,

Hawaii-Hilo Tournament,
where it beat NCAA Division II
seventh-ranked Hawaii-Hilo

was probably very competent in stopping the fight after Seldonhithis funny bone
on the floor.
e
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M.0.M.'S Laundromat Valley West Center, Arcata
(Next to Round Table Pizza)

«

Kimono robe generously
sized

Drawing to be held Sept 30, 1996

Contest Rules Posted at M.O.M.'s

in thick all-cotton
terry that is
2 unbleached, undyed, and

chemical free. Made in U.S.A.

The Lumberjack’s WWW site is finally
being updated! Look for the new and
improved site at:

http:/lumberjack.humboldt.edu
You can also e-mail us at:

1031 HSt. Arcata
822-3450
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Spikers set to enjoy
home sweet home
After a grueling week and a half
on the road, the HSU volleyball
team will play at home for this
weekend's Snapple Redwood Volleyball Classic.

Six teams will participate in this

year’s tournament, including nationally ranked Bakersfield State.
The ‘Jacks begin the tournament
witha 7 p.m. gameagainst Gannon
University of Pennsylvania on
Thursday.
The ‘Jacks will make their home
debut after playing consecutive
tournamentsin Hawaii and Fresno.
Coach Tina Raddish said the team
is happy to be home.
«| think it’s going to be a good
tournament because we're finally
going to play at home,” she said.
The field is hardly going to let
the "Jacks enjoy a home-court advantage, however, with many of
the region’s top teams visiting
Arcata. Raddish said the team’s
recent trip should prepare it for

this weekend.

.

“I don’t think we're going to see

any teams that are tougher than
the ones we've already faced, with
of Bakersfield,” she
——
said.
Raddish said this year’s tournament is the first step in enticing
better teams to travel to the North
Coast.
a “premier tourPart ofdirecting

Westen Montana 34, Sonoma St. 17

Thie Week in Conference:

Montane at HSU, 2 p.m.
Western

Western Oregon at Chico St., 1 p.m.
Sonoma St. at Portland St., 7 p.m.

nament,” Raddish said, is “mak-

ing sure teams feel welcome and
have fun.”
“Weall realize whata great place
this is to be,” she said. “We just
want everyone else to realize it
also.”
The Redwood Classic and the
Cal Poly Classic the following
weekend in Pomona will constitute two of the most important
tournaments of the season. Both
tournaments represent gatherings
of the best teams in the region,
making the results important for

Men's Soccer Standings

Scores:
HSU 6, Cal Poly Pomona2
Sonoma
St. 2, Denver 2, OT
UC Berkeley
3, UC Davis 2, OT

West Texas A&M 2, Chico St. 1
Iincamate
Word 4, Chico St. 1
Stanislaus
St. 2, Fresno Pacific 2
San Jose St. 7, Stanislaus
St. 0
Cal Poly Pomona 3, Hayward St. 1, OT

ss2252

SPORTS EDITOR

Tech 20, HSU 7
Montana

Chico St. 13, San Diego 9

Ty

iy Meet Rasypentes

Scores:

NCAC Player of the Week:
Wil Borberg,
HSU

the final rankings. The four topranked teams in the

region are

chosen for the eglecalglentl at
the end of the season.
“It’s really important that we
play well in these first two tourna-

ments,” Raddish said.

aie
LIS T of Homes

851 Bayside Road, Suite A, Arcata, CA (707) 822-7641
(707) 822-4551 FAX
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ldMark cam, ake 2 diffrence and
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Niemiecattackle,” Whitmiresaid, ll. Another redshir freshman

Sunwill be against George Foonx

day at 4 p.m. San Francisco State
and Pacific will also play on Sunday at noon.

Benson said it will be a tough

tournament for her team, but the

team morale and

“ete

paring 2 staff and the players now is for

he said.
HSU’s

all-time

from the coaching
“What | expect
“3
:

oor

ip,”

leading

structure of the team has not
changed much from last year and
she has confidence in the team’s

ing this year and should give

ability.
“We only need more consis-

year, KeAlii Clifford, is also

rusher, Percy McGee,
is return-

Another runnin
back from glast

the (ttle bit more-determined and

==. hiv

team’s sec: that we play better and perform

ers that can
8 a

back. According to Whitmire

line back-

they are both excellent backs.
Another player the coach has

and in the

dence to be a team with attitude.”

confidence in is quarterback
Chris Shipe. Shi
was pe
elected

phy at home,” she said.
The Redwood tournament is
going to be played for both the
men’s and women’s teams after
games at Cal Poly Pomona and
Bakersfield State.

offensive player of the year in

the conference last year.
“We also have an experienced offensive line returning

with two very outstanding offensive

line

men,

Chris
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FRED WHITMIRE

head football coach

*
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Lascalzo,”

game.

_he said. “We also have some po-

Whitmire also mentioned some

new players he thinks will do well

tential in kicking from newcomer

“We have Dennis Johnson, a

g 20the unexpected
Considerin

Mike Murphy and Bill McAllister.”

this season.

7 loss to Montana Tech last weekend, Whitmire wants to change

redshirt freshman from last year,

who is a wide receiver. I think he
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more basic level,” the coach

said.

“We've got to perform

better from the standpoint of
things like our blocking and
tackling, certainly attempt to

block the right people.”

Whitmire does not think losing the first game of the season
means the whole season is lost.
Last year HSU lost their second game, but fought back and
ended up first in the conference.
“What I expect from the
coaching staff and the players
now is for us to be more focused, to be a little bit more

determined and that we play
better and perform better,”
Whitmire said.
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Voted #1 at
HSU Students’
Pizza Tasting
(Conducted by H.0.P in August)
as that taste like the cardboard box
pizz
y
sogg
cold,
you
ng
veri
deli
s
place
pizza
local
the
of
tired
Are you
¢©-%
3
4.4/7 » they come in?
pull it out of the refrigerator an hour before
At Papa Murphy’s you pickup your pizza at your convenience. Just
- 18 minutes. It comes out of your oven
you’re ready for dinner. Our pizzas bake on their own trays in only 12
ote, ™

|

.

® HOT and READY to eat when you want it! How simple can it get!
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? — Do you have to take out a student loan to afford pizza for dinner?
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2-Topping pizza for only $6.99. And
, year you can use your H.S.U Student Entertainment Pass to get a Large
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that's the total price. No Sales Tax ! No delivery Charge! No Tips!
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AT PAPA MURPHY’S

‘We make our dough fresh daily.
- ® We grate 3 types of real cheeses daily for every pizza.

‘
We chop our produce fresh daily.
We use only the freshest and finest ingredients.
We pile on the toppings. For example, a Large Pepperoni Pizza has

70 slices and a Large Murphy’s Combo weighs over 4 Ib.
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2-Topping Pizza

Student Entertainment Pass
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Uniontown Shopping Center
600 F Street
822-6220
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Calzone

:

Choose from our delicious Combination, Italian or
Vegetarian calzone!
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$0.99
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_ Please no substitutions. Not valid with any other offer.

Q

EXPIRES: 9-30-96
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USDA FOOD STAMPS GLADLY ACCEPTED.
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16” 2-Topping Pizza including Tax,

and $2.00 Delivery charge (and if you

ee |

get 3 LARGE 2-TOPPING PIZZAS for
With your STUDENT ENTERTAINMENT PASSdoesn'yout take
a P.H1.D. to understand why Papa
the price of one delivered by Round Table. 1t
7
{
"s is #1 with Humboldt State
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PAPA MURPHY’S
Regular Price 15 1/2”
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COMPAREPRICES
and Siva
PAPA MURHPY’S
15 1/2” 2-Topping Pizza with
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-McKINLEYVILLE
Across from Bank of America
‘ 2015 Central Avenue
839-8763

Our Largest Perfect Pizza

$599

We combine 1/2 Canadian Bacon & Pineapple
and 1/2 Pepperoni to make the perfect pizza!

e
Please
no substitutions. Not valid with any other offer.
4
EXPIRES: 9-30-96
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Our Largest Hawaiian Pizza

$199

Our premium Canadian Bacon combined with

our juicy Dole Pineapple fora tasty tropical treat!
Please
no substitutions. Not valid with any other offer.

EXPIRES: 9-30-96
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Freshman pledge

PS

wastes time and money

Ve
Be

Sometimes mandates bring out the worst in people. Witness the new freshman

pledge resulting from an edict issued by the California State University chancel-
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Ostensibly, parents are upset that many students don’t finish college in four
years and have made this known to school authorities. The result is that HSU will

cS
y

y

“guarantee” any student who meets some basic requirements and signs this

pledge will graduate in four years. If it takes longer, HSU will pay for the extra
semesters.

Howe¢er, there area couple of drawbacks. You can’t take less than 16 units each

semester and you can never change your major.

Many hard working, motivated students change majors during their college
careers. It does not make sense to penalize them for discovering and exploring
other interests and goals as they are exposed to new disciplines.
Graduating in four years is a good goal to maintain and encourage, but what is
critical is that the student be ready to enter the work force upon graduation,
however long that may take. Students learn at different rates for different reasons,
and though the intention of the freshman pledge is laudable, it essentially punishes
the school rather than rewards the student.

Motivated students need no such pledge. There are already mechanisms in

place to deal with lazy students; financial aid restrictions and extra fees.

Why not spend the money, allocated to this pledge on real incentives for

students?

For example, perhaps students graduating in four years could havea percentage
of their fees rebated, or maybe the cost ofa diploma, commencement and cap and
gown could
be waived.» «
Nevertheless, the time and money spent on this pledge has been wasted and the
policy.proven to be a dismal failure — not one freshman at HSU has signed it.
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weekend protest
This is a reminder for everyone

to attend the protest rally in
Carlotta on Sunday, Sept. 15. The
importance
of this event to the fate
of the forest cannot be overstated.

September 15 is the official last
day of marbled murrelet nesting
season. The state has declared that

12 at 3 p.m. in Redwood Park.
Violence
has no place ina peaceful

cause.
So please, get your studying
done onSaturday,
and come down

to Carlotta! We recommend car
availpooling down there (ridesare
able) to minimize the parking
crunch.

after this day it is okay to destroy

Aaron Clegg
physics junior

these
birds’
old growth
habitat by salvage logging. On
Sept. 16, Pacific Lumber Com-

Editor's note: At last year’s rally,
on Pacific Lum-

national news headlines
and influ-

enced national politics on a large’
scale. By attending
this year’s rally,

well what

spendig

one more hour

your presence-increases the rally’s
power tenfold. Last year, more than

think following a few basic guidelines will make for happy people
and healthy bears:

1. Store all food, toiletries, cook-

sure.

bag. If you plan to use a bear bag,
the bag should be hung from a tree
branch about 10 feet from the
trunk, 12 feet from the ground and ~
at least four feet from the branch if”

_ Thecaptionmistakeis extremely
unfortunate,
marring an otherwise

ing

effort. But I believe

al .

High marks on

dent Reagan once discovered.

first issue

mester!

your
to youandons
Congratulati
staff for producing the welcomeback issue of The Lumberjack! I
am sure. that this issue played an

In response to the the Aug. 28
bear story in The Lumberjack, |

ing utensils and trash in a bear-

dead microphone and never put
down on a layout what you don’t
want printed. ..,” is now real.
It applies to all kinds of realworld situations — as even Presi-

in non-violent civil disobedience,

More facts about
black bears

of checking copy might have preted, even under deadline pres-

The old adage, “Never trust a

ful than you can at any ballot box.
Each and every person is crucial.
Ifyou should choose to take part

ing meeting this Thursday, Sept.

.

Ofcourse, youalready know too

us

you cast a vote much more power-

Lumber property line and were
arrested, putting Headwaters Forest in the national spotlight.
If you plan any civil disobedience during the upcoming rally,
pleasecometoa
i
train-

sue.

tion.
This experience turned into a
“learning moment” for notjust you
eo
Lumberjack staff, but for

Last year’s rally
on Sept. 15 made

200 people crossed the Pacific

important role in getting the campus community under way in this
new school year. You should be
very proud of the hundreds of student volunteer hours involved in
producing this record 80-page is-

this mistake typifies the risk we
take
to give our students
an educa-

and log
to go inted
pany is permit
dead,
dying and diseased trees.

i

g

i

Editorial cartoonist David Parsons is an art senior.

Letters to the editor
Headwaters

Je:

Keepup the good work this se-

Mark Larson
chair journalism department

resistant food container or bear

at all possible. (Bears can climb
trees too!)

2. Try not to hike alone, but if
you do, make some noise. Human
voices generally scare off bears.
3. If you see a bear on the trail,
have everyone in your group stand
close together; try to look big and
shout at the bear to scare it away.
Never run away! Face the bear and
back slowly away, because if you
run you'll look like prey.
4. If you are not up to date on
your bear etiquette, stop in at any
park headquarters or visitor center
prior to your outdoor adventure.
Fortunately, when people take
the time to learn and practice good
back-country behavior, it keeps

people safe and black bears alive.
Otherwise, the black bear may go
the way of the California grizzly,
and we all know the only grizzly
bear left in California is the one on
our state flag.
Teresa Tucker
natural resources planning and
interpretation freshman
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Jackson Garland __
Waste that study session
by surfing the Net
away
There’s a term rapidly becoming synonymous with “procrastinating on my homework.” It’s called “surfing the "Net.”
At the same time, however, one could logically argue that they are not procrastinating at all but are, in fact, “researching” on the "Net.
Who cares if this “research” involves searching for nude pictures of

super models instead of logging into a science research database to
work on that invertebrate physiology paper that’s due tomorrow.
This column describes a couple of sites that caught my interest
while I was “studying” in front of my computer late one night.

Famous last words?

The first is “Au Revoir les Inmates: A Collection of Witticisms
from Death Row” (http://www.w3.one.net/~tdaniels/parting.html).
This site compiles the final utterances of some Death Row inmates
just before execution. As the author
of the site states, they “didn’t exactly
produce catch phrase material.”
A couple of my favorites include
Edward Earl Johnson’s quick quip, “I guess nobody is going to
call,” just before being led into the gas chamber in 1987. Robyn
Leroy Parks also scores points in the dark-yet-subtle humor category. Immediately after receivinga lethal injection, he commented
“I'm still awake.”
Electric chair victim Jimmy Glass perhaps walks away with the

best one liner, though: “I think I'd rather be fishing.”

I know some readers may think that this is pretty sick, but the
reason this interests me probably stems from the fact that my mother
forced me to watch “The Exorcist” when I was 5 years old.

|
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Fill in the bianks ...
popularity
peak
Remember the Mad Libs books which reached

about 15 years ago? Well, they're back with a°90s twist. Point your
browser to http://www.cris.com/~outlawyr/mark.shtml and check

out “Demented Mad Libs,” a collection of computerized Mad Libs

taken directly from today’s headlines.
Some of the topics are a bit tasteless. A few of
d
of warning:
War

the more interesting Mad Libs include:

¢ The Bob Dole Resignation Mad Lib: Type your choice of
nouns, verbs and adjectives into the speech Dole gave when he
resigned from the Senate.
° Olympics Mad Lib: Proud of the American gymnasts? Show
your Olympic spirit by rewriting a stirring news story about our
country’s most

anorexics.

e TWA Flight 800 Mad Lib: Don’t like how the investigation of
the downing of Flight 800 is going? Change it with this Mad Lib.
(The author advises sensitive viewers to stay away from this one.)

e The Unabomber’s Manifesto Mad Lib: This entry invites you
to try your hand at ranting wildly about society’s ills. Apersonal
favorite of mine.

¢ The Montana Freeman Mad Lib: Add your own personal twist

to a newspaper story on those kooky militia people from the great
state of Montana.

| brake for cattle ...
Speaking ofMontana, home state ofthe Freemanand Unabomber

Unabummer: A bad influence on society
You better watch out.
You better
not cry.
You better
not pout,

I'm telling you why —
Unabomber’s coming to town.
That’s right, Unabomber sus-

pect Ted Kaczynski is in California to stand trial. His movie is out,
his manifesto is for sale and sooner

orlater someone will get poor, old,

shy Ted to come out of his shell
and talk.
In the meantime, I can see jour-

nalists running from news conference to news conference, micro-

phones bristling, well-scrubbed
faces upturned and expectant.

suspect Ted Kaczynski, there’s a bumper sticker floating around in

There will be a forced march into
i’s childhood and a tear-

After hearing about this, it dawned on me that someone could

ful interview with his family. And,

that state which reads: “Montana — At least the cows are sane.”

make a small fortune by producing such stickers here.
At this point I turn it over to you, the reader.:I challenge you to
develop a bumper sticker tag line which best represents our lovely
ee It can be funny, witty, disgusting, insulting or
town

when it’s all said and done, we'll

know more about this nut than
Mother Theresa.
But that’s not what ticks me off.

It seems that in giving such wide

Send your submissions to me via e-mail at the address below or
drop them off at The Lumberjack newsroom, located in the basement of Nelson Hall East. I'll publish some of the more interesting
submissions here in a few weeks.

exposure in the media to maggots
like Jeffery Dahmer or Ted Bundy

editord in chief of The Lumberjack. You can e-mail him
Garlisan

erpeng mers 0 emeese
obviously
was ber
The Unabom
motivated by an intense need for

at jrg!@axe.humboldt.edn.

or Richard Allen Davis, we are creating incentives for future wackos
to act out. I mean, is the media

publicity. Goaded on by an insa-

tiable press, he demanded that his
manifesto
be published. Arguably,
he’d still be in his cabin in Montana if he'd have just settled for a
letter to the editor.
Alright,
Kaczynski is still innocent. He’s got to havea trial first. In
the meantime, he’s riding around
in a “presidential” motorcade sur-

rounded
by federal agents. And he
probably spends his days reading

his fan mail, getting his teeth fixed
and watching cable TV while his

staff of psychologists, investigators

that he was honestly convinced
that

his only course of action was to kill
his perceived enemies. He’s not a
murderer, he’s a misguided, paranoid man full of demons.
However, if he is found guilty,

I'd like to recommend the following punishments: first, we'd get
the guy who trimmed our redwoods to give him a haircut. Then
he’d have to eat gardenburgers

from the J (the only burger patties
that can double as hockey
pucks).
Finally, he’d have fo live in Cypress Hall at the bottom next to the

and lawyers all run around at taxpayers’ expense.
If it was up to me, I'd get him a
public defender, amotel room near

bathroom with the Quad preacher
as his roommate. And just because
I know what cruel and unusual

the courthouse, give him some

in a gift certificate from Dr.

nickles for the bus and the Rodney
King cops to guard him.

Kevorkian.

punishment that can be, I'll throw

looks like his lawyers might
use the
“imperfect self-defense” strategy.

But in the end, I just can’t
thinking about all the crazies
an ax to grind who would just
some national exposure. So,

This load of horse manure says

all sing together:

But when it comes trial time, it

sr

ome believes their life is

in danger, then they can use deadly

He’s making a list,

help
with
love
let’s

'

force whether that perceived threat
is real
or not. I'll tell you, nobody’s
safe with this kind of crap around.

checking it twice.
Gonna find out who’s naughty
and nice.
. Unabomber’s
coming to
town. .

that he had a genuine bellt de
what he was doing was right, and

Kamm i the epinion editor of

extto

ll throw
rom Dr.
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Mooning the

mean streets
Staff Column

God. Others said he was just crazy and

wanted to end his life. I’m not sure because

I wasn’t there and even if I was I probably
still wouldn’t
know why.

signs

ipa

spae

newes

and look around and everyone seems to

have their stuff together. It’s frustrating
and depressing. The streets seem cold and

was unassuming and quiet, and he always
laughed at my jokes, and nobody laughs at
my jokes. Looking back, I think the thing
that killed him was that he was being pulled

mean and sometimes you just want to tell
everyone to go screw themselves.

I'll miss him, so I think I'll end witha true

in too many directions at the same time.

story that he loved:
The four Marx brothers took off their

Hehadanironclad
obligation to the team,

We lived next door to each other in the

but sports teams are notorious for treating

on the soccer team and his roommate was

schoolwork, buthe tried. He confided to me

powerful
sloping shoulders,
and all he did
was run toward the ball around the center of

the field. There goés the ball and there he
goes looking for trouble; maybe a feint, then
aswipeat the ball with his foot, ora head fake

and a lunge, elbows flailing for balance, his

jaw thrusted out with his eyes glaring.

players like children. He didn’t care for
that he wished he could be an actor. And
then there was the obligation to himself to
express his individuality — but how could
he become something when he was always

shirts while playing golf at the Hillcrest
Country Club in Los Angeles and were
told to put them back on or leave. They

struggling
just to meet other people's expec-

complied, but the next day they strolled
down the 6th fairway with their pants off.

I think weall admire that kind of defiance

once in a while. I know Kevin did.

tations
and demands?
I think he wanted
to be 19 and old.
Nowadays,
I want to be 49 and young, but
I can understand how young people might

feel overwhelmed. You stress and struggle

Kamm is the opinion editor of The Lum-

berjack.

Will Clinton re-election

produce a mandate?
matters most in winning a presidential election. Inthe U.S. electoral system, the presidency isn’t decided by popular vote, it’s
decided state by state in 51 winner-take-all
Nov. 5.
Spin doctors have emphasized the lead _ contests (counting the Distict of Columbia).
Clinton has over Dole in
Each state is weighted bj
polls, suchas the one taken
population, soa ae
by Mervyn Field after the Staff Column

Unless Bill Clinton strikes the campaign
equivalent of the iceburg that sunk the Titanic, he’s going to be re-elected president

toral vote for each member

mocratic convention,

that gave Clintona22-point
lead.
But the real test of support for Clinton won't be his margin of
victoryin the popular vote, it will be whether
he gets more than 50 percent of it and can
thus claim a mandate for his ideas.
That’s important to a president who has

been dogged for four years by the argument from Congressional opponents he

was clected by default thanks to Ross Perot.
Three surveys taken last week show
Clinton’s support hovering right at about
the 50 percent level. A New York Times/
CBS poll gave Clinton 50 percent, Dole 35

of Congress. California, the
has 54,
most populous state,
The
on.
and,so
32,
Texas
candidate who wins the pepular vote in
each state gets the electoral votes from that
state. A candidate needs 270 to win an
election.
The Hotline, a political newsletter,
found Clinton was ahead by more than the
polling margin of error in 27 states with

317 electoral votes. Dole was comparably

ahead in only four states with 21 votes.

Overall, Clinton led in 36 states, including
the District of Columbia, with 425 votes.

Dole led in 15 with 113 votes.

5 percent.
d A Washtan
Ross Perot
percen
ington Post/ABC poll arrived at figures of
51-37-8, and the breakdown in a Reuters

poll was 48-33-6.
If Clinton fails to break the 50 percent

barrier, Republicans can be expected to
zero in on that fact and parrot the litany of
“no mandate, no popular support” with
the same zealousness they’ve devoted to
character assassination the last four years.
Even ifDemocrats gain seats in the House

of Representatives, Clinton will have

trouble getting a budget and other legislation he favors passed if he can’t claim support from most of the voters.

Another argument likely to be heard if
Clinton gets elected with less than a majority is: The electoral college systemis rigged.
It allows candidates who don’t have sup-

port from voters to get elected president.

We need to scrap it — most voters don’t

understand how it works anyway.
While Clinton has maintained a nearly
20-point lead over Bob Dole in nationwide

s it is the electoral map that
for months,
poll

But for all its drawbacks, the electoral

college system has probably been the primary reason the United States has had a
t with an uninterrupted
stable
(except for the Civil War period) transfer

of power from administration to administration for more than 200 years.
By making it difficult for radical move-

ments to gain a foothold, the electoral col-

lege system has kept the government from
being destabilized by them as other gov-

ernments have.
Dumping the electoral college system in
favor of picking presidents the same way as
senators and representatives may notdoom

Washington to the same fate, but it sets the

stage for it.
e
a constitug tak
it would
It’s agood thin
tional amendment to change the current
system. Amendments have traditionally
been hard to pass, making it hard to fix
something that isn’t broken.

Courtland is on The Lumberjack staff.
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WORK

OPPORTUNITIES

IN THE OUTDOORS—

National Parks, Forests, Wildlife

ATTENTION
MUSIC STUDENTS!

Preserves,

now

Concessionaires

hiring seasonal

are

workers.

Eureka church needs choir
director.
Rehearsal 7-9pm,
Thursdays, and worship, 10-12

Excellent benefits + bonuses! Call:

noon Sundays. Church experience

SKi RESORTS

desired, but not required.
month. 444-8975.

$200/

PUBLIC
RELATIONS
CODIRECTOR FOR 96-97-$600
stipend per year. Help coordinate
and implement public information
aspectof the Associated Students,
and serve as co-elections
commissioner. Desire student with

1-206-971-3620 ext. N60474.

our facility, pick

HIRING—Ski

resorts are now hiring for many

positions
this winter. Up to $1,500+
in salary & benefits. Call Vertical
Employment Group: (206) 9713650 ext. V60472.

HUM-BOATS

HAS

PROJECTS

up the fall

schedule or call 822-6801
information.

for

CENTER ACTIVITIES is offering
classes

in aquatics,

outdoor

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING—
Earn up to $2,000+/month working

adventure and leisure activities.
New classes begin September.
Call 826-3357 for info. or pick up
our fall program schedule now.

on cruise ships or land-tour
companies.
World travel.

ENJOY
A 1 1/2 hr MASSAGEin

a strong interest in student affairs. © Seasonal & full-time employment
Graphics background a plus.
available. For more information
Contact Keith Wagner, AS
call 1-206-971-3550 ext. C60474.
President,
at
826-4221.
Application deadline: Friday,
TRAVEL
ABROAD
AND
September 20.
WORK—Make up to $25-45/hr.
AND TRAINING in every aspect
of running a recreation business.
Need people interested
in art,

SERVICES
ARCATA COMMUNITY POOL

teaching

basic

conversational

English in Japan, Taiwan, or S.
Korea. No teaching background
or Asian languages required. For
information call: (206) 971-3570

Arcata. Celebration-special $35

66 TOYOTA 4X4. Bedliner, custom
hubs, new tires. Good body and
96,000 miles.
sound engine.
obo.

$4,,500

Cadillacs,

Porches,

listings.

our fall program schedule now.

FORSALE

Reiki. Reidun Olsson CMP 8227247. New location across from

$595.

DWIGHT

licx 8/80 system with 13° RGB color,

IS BACK.

Offering

SE/30 8/80, $375.

1200 printer $175, 3x CD-ROM
443-9868.

TAPPAN

ELECTRIC

only $20 (regularly $40). Sliding
scale available. Portable table.
Call Dwight Winegar CMP/NHE
822-9869. Offer good thru 9/96.

self-cleaning

APPLE

controls.

new.

oven,

RANGE,
cook

About 3 years old, like

INTERNATIONAL
ENVIRONMENTAL/ HEALTH

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!
Over
$6 billion in public
and private
sector grants & scholarships is
now available. All students are

RIDING
4 thru
adult; beginners, jumping,
dressage
based
on

eligible. Let
us help. For more info

communication with the horse.

computer

help

School horses available. indoor
arena. Caroline at Freshwater
Stables 826-1125.

progamming.

826-0416.

T-SHIRTS

ONLY

Lumberjack

Newspaper,

a

positive,

motivated individual to help with
local

expansion.

Must

be

interested in working with people
in a positive environment. We are
very interested in applicants with

leadership abilities. Flexibility and
excellent training. Call 442-6582

call: 1-800-263-6495 ext. F60473.
$1750

WEEKLY

POSSIBLE

mailing our circulars.
No
experience required. Begin now.

For info call 301-306-1207.

to schedule an appointment.

MOBILE DISK JOCKEY:
have

truck or van,

preferred,

Must

experience

basic knowledge

of

music and electronic
hook up. Mail
resume to: 5845 Walnut Drive,

Eureka, CA. 95503.
$1000's POSSIBLE READING
BOOKS. Parttime. Athome. Toll
free 1(800)-898-9778 ext. R-8201
for listings.
$1000's POSSIBLE TYPING. Part
time. At home. Toll free 1(800)898-9778 ext. T-8201 for listings.
FAST FUNDRAISER
-Raise $500
in 5 days—Greeks, groups, clubs,
motivated individuals. Fast, easy—

No financial obligation. (800)8621982 ext. 33.
WANT TO MAKE BIG $ working
from
home
schedule?

around
Honest,

school
ethical,

legitimate business opportunity,
not MLM. 1-888-693-9482.
LOOKING FOR ENERGETIC,
individuals who desire to
create financial freedom.
We
ditribute an organic product from

Oregon that nourishes, cleanses,

and strengthens the body. For
free information call 1-800-9272527, ext. 5150.

TROPICAL

RESORTS

HIRING—

Entry-level & career positions
available worldwide (Hawaii,
Mexico,
Caribbean,
etc.).

PERSONALS
VOTE ROB WADE FOR JUDGE
NOVEMBER5.

Waitstaff, housekeepers, SCUBA
dive leaders, fitness counselors,
and
more.
Call:
Resort

Employment Services 1-206-9713600 ext. R60473.

DRY SHINGLES ready to use for

kindling. Must pickup. 677-9513.

SAIL BOATS, SEA KAYAKS,

top

Cost $520, best offer over

ext. J60473.

needs

BIKE AND BOAT, Sunday, Sept.
15, at noon Bike along the
waterfront,
then boat back on the
bay. Six mile trip. Prizes, shirts,
and fun! HUM-BOATS, 444-3048.

Also,

14.4 fawmodem $59, Stylewriter

$110.

reduced massage sessions now

CENTER ACTIVITIES is
classes in aquatics, outdoor
adventure and leisure activities.
New classes begin September.
Call 826-3357
for info. or pick up

BMW's, Corvettes. Also Jeeps and
4wd's. Your area. Toll free 1-800898-9778 ext. A-8201 for current

MACINTOSH COMPUTERS, Mac

Los Bagels.

POOL

our facility, pick up the fall schedule
or call 822-6801 for information.

Chevy's,

during Sept. 11-30, 1996. Foot-

Reflexology $20, 2nd degree

COMMUNITY

offers a variety of fitness classes
and activities. Come check out

$175.

from

CARS

SEIZED

ARCATA

822-7693.

advertising,
administration,
recreation, etc. 444-3048.

company

ACTIVITIES

AUTOMOTIVE

high tide sea kayak
:
fun. HUM-BOATS, 444-3048.

$149. 826-9313.
17°

MONITOR,

$1000, sacrifice at $700.

paid

TAROT,
ASTROLOGY,
NUMEROLOGY READINGS.
RESOLVE THOSE BURNING
QUESTIONS!
25
years
e
. $45 perhour . Salina
Rain 443-1912.
MC/Visa

In new

and very good condition.
Also need

with

IBM

$1.

The

accepted.

Nelson

MUSIC

Hall East, Rm 6. Ask for Pam.

REAL

ESTATE

_

WANTED: MUSICIANS
to discuss
idea of putting together a shitty
art-rock band. Must be a beer
drinker. Must be somewhat
good.

GOV'T FORECLOSED HOMES
from pennies on $1. Delinquent
Tax, repo's, REO's. Your area.
Toll free 1(800)-898-9778 ext. H8201 for current listings.

Must hate the Stones. Must love

the Beatles. Must hate guitar solos.
Must

love noise-rock.

Call Jet

822-9332.

ALASKA
SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT—Students
needed! Fishing Industry. Earn
up to $3,000-$6,000+ per month.
Room and board! Transportation!
Male or female. No experience
necessary. Call (206) 971-3510

A

PLACE

ext. A60A74.
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iano,

to

advertisements requesting money be
sent or giving a credit card number

over the phone, you may want to
contact the local Better Business
Bureau to verify the authenticity
of the
company.
The Lumberjack will not be
responsible for the validity of any

offerings advertised.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
TAKE A JOURNEYto the ancient
christian faith-orthodoxy.
St.
Innocent Orthodox Church begins
her fall inquirer's classes on Sept.

18th at 7:00pm. Call 443-2099

ESCORT

SERVICE
f

oT

POOH

PERRO

OOH RESEHOEHAMHRARE
HOS

Di
e John Prine, recognised as
one of this country’s wittiest,

most incisive
iters, is
ing at the Van
Theatreat 8 p.m. Friday. Tickets are

$22 general, $16 students.
826-

¢ MelBay Hotel Biscuit will

be in concert
with liquid
light
Gene

839-2263.
¢ Celebrating Mexi-

on Saturday
¢ A Classic

day night will be

fom -Spm-Thereillbeclas

ies

by KHSU radio,
tines
Fieldbrook Winery
sical music and refreshments.

tom 13 pa wl

Tickets are $20 members and

charges vary. 822-4766,
‘ Sunnyside Pub and Eatery

for ages 5-12. 826-4807.
¢ A Kiss tribute at Club West
with Destroyer
from

lemoon nd Say
Cover

$30 for non-members and $5

Pick
of the Week
° Los Payasos Mendigos

can
Day, | and seniors. 826- $928.
Banda Koral, a 10Mexican dance
will
be playing at Club West
at8 p.m. Advance
tickishosting
Douglas
and the

ets are $20 and $25 at the door.
444-CLUB
¢ North Bay Chamber
Or- .
chestra will be at the Unitarian
Universalist Fellowship ue
Bayside Sunday at 7 p.m. Tick-

—-

riday night. 822-

° Deep Forest Pizza has Bad

niors. 443-4691.
¢ Cafe Mokka is hosting

s Hefe’sinE
in EurekahasOn Tap

playing Friday night and Davis

Weestiibiche Gone a
be at the Ferndale Reperto
Theatre (725-BEST) Friday sat
Saturday at 8:15

p.m. and
at the

Dell’ Arte Players Co. (6685666) Sept. 20 and 21 at 8 p.m.

Co. Sept.26, 7:30-10 p.m. $2,
$1 for reading poets. 442-6035.

ae
heieaeian eho olais
hosting a
making workshop Thursday from 3-5 p.m.
in the Buck House, 826-3551.

eArcata’sMaster

Arcata council members, Bob

backyard composting workshop

Ornelas and Jennifer Hanan;
Saturday from 6-8 p.m. at the
Goodwin Forum.

Arcata Educational
Farm on Old

°¢CajunZydecoFes-

tival with
Ida
and Her Z
Band
and Myrick “Freeze”

Guillory
and the Sa-

voy/Doucet Cajun
Band appearing at the Van

Duzer Theatre Sept. 20 at8 p.m.
$17, $13 for students and seniors. 826-4411.

pen mike. 668-5933,

Friday
na aa Sat.

ets are $7 in advance

On Stage

ets are $7, $5 students and se-

Gna

urday at 8 p.m. sates
p.m. 629-2134.

at8p.m. Sept. 19. TickCLUB.

their

Wile

¢ Green Party Rally with
guest speaker Dan

and $9 at thedoor. 444-

iid coma’ ve 6s Vex Wear tens
eeeat8|
p-m. Tickets
are $6 general
and $4 students, children

at the Humboldt Bay Coffee

443-4333.

Portland.

projectionist,
Plyley,
in

Founders Hall room 118,
at 8 p.m. Free.

Grech Muse, Friay1t8:90p.m
abieee with ea

tute

3928.

S WEEK

¢ “Salmon Return,” a play

by Hudson Plumb, will appear
at the World Premiere Theatre

Sept. 19-Oct. 12. 443-3724.

Garrison Keillor in three one-

Sept. 28 from 2-3:30 p.m. at the

Arcata Road. 822-8184.

Town Hall
Meetings
¢ A Town Hall Meeting will

¢ The Ink People Gallery of
Eureka presents an art exhibition titled, “In View In Sight,”
with artists Carol Meewis,

e “$+ 1,” featuring
the wit of

Composters are offering a free

Vaughn Hutchins and Glenn
Crosby.

¢ The Ink People Center will
have an open mike poetry night
Monday at 7 p.m. for poets, aspiring poets and those who want
to listen. 442-6035.
® The Campus Center for
Technology will
haveameeting Monday at5 p.m.
in the Buck House. 826-3551.
¢ Featured Readers Series at
the Jambalaya with Benjamin
Green and Anita Punla Sept.

17 at 8:30 p.m. $2.

¢ There will be a poetry jam

be held Sept. 25 in the Kate
- Buchannan
Room from 3-4:30

p.m. for an open forumon the
administration’s proposol to
change HSU to a trimester format.

¢ The Humboldt Board of
Supervisors will hold a meeting Sept. 17 at 9 a.m. at 825

Fifth St. Eureka. 445-7509.
¢ The Eureka City Council

will meet Sept. 17 at 7:30 p.m.
at 531 K St. Eureka. 441-4172.

¢ The Arcata City Council
is meeting Sept. 18 in the Coun-

cil Chambers
in City Hallat 7:30
p.m. 822-5951.

¢ The Associated Student
Council’s next meeting will be
Sept. 23 at 6:30 p.m. 826-4221.
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Electrical
Repairs ¢ Cooling Systems
Clutches
¢ Engine Overhauls

N.
cou
+ $388 (eian
Pansghin
Obeavs Cone

Brakes (Free Inspection & Estimate)

G-oeeedd:

jJREP

ee
eVery a
Rates
ePacking Boxes and
Shipping Supplies

eSqeaky Clean
eFriendly Staff
eControlled Access

eEvery Space Alarmed

180

F Street
¢ Arcata ¢

822-2200
(800) 655-0522
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YOUR RECYCLABLES

HOW TO PREPARE

Aleseseienicsens Casts ... empty and clean of debris.

(not waxed) flatten and keep dry

CA redemption containers have refund value

Cans... empty. rinse, and remove labels,

Brown Paper Bags ...

then flatten

clean and dry ... fictten

Glass Bottles & Jars ... empty. rinse, remove lids and

can be kept with corrugated cardboard

sort by color ... CA redemption containers have refund valve

|

flatten and sort by color

#2 (H.D.P.E.) Plastic Containers ...
empty. rinse, remove caps/lids,

S

|

ES

WZ

Used Motor Ol... crankcase oil only ...
k us about reusable containers

yy

|

5
#1 (P.E.T.) Plastic panne 3
empty & rinse, remove caps/lics,

,

re

Our Do-it-Yourself Ol Change Station
is open Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

eS

cleor and natural plastics only

have a question.
you
it
call
..or,
guide.
e
simpl
this
w
follo
Just
E?
CL
CY
RE
WE
N
CA
RS
PE
WHICH PA
Computer Paper ... White w/green or dive ber.

*

Newspaper... store in brown bag or box: keep dry.

7 lie
y) POPers.
Mixed Paper ... magazines, catalogs, coated (gloss
chip board (cereal boxes w/o plastic liners, 6-pack holders), h eA say
envelopes, junk mail, fax/laser paper, fluorescent

#7

SS
Ne: woxed paper, paper plates & cups, photographs,
blueprint paper, tissue paper, ds wrappers, rubber bands
'
or paper clips.:

g on
glass, waxed boxes, transmission fiuid, or antifreeze. We are continually workin
grect

how to recycle more items. We encourage you to call us if you have any
recycle.
recycling ideas that work for you; or any questions about what and how to

:

plain white bond copier paper, white forms

cards, white lined composition paper.
Ne: Oft-white or natural colors, paper clips (staples are o.k.),
tissue paper, colored paper, envelopes (add to mixed paper).
~~
~

cs, window
Sorry....at this time we are unable to accept the following: mirrors, cerami

i

White Paper ... White letterhead stationary.

and carbonless forms, white manilla index

f=) =

;

colored paper, NCR forms

Ne: groundwood paper (brownish, newsprint quality).

Connnenk pm

;

Recycling
Center

/ teeu Saturday from © a.m. -5 p.m.

We'e open

1380 Ninth St., Arcata, CA 95821 (707) 8224542 ~
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OPEN CHRISTMAS
EVE
NOON UNTIL 6 pm
CLOSED CHRISTMAS DAY

de.

Sun - Thurs: noon to 11 em
Fri & Sat: noon fo | am

>

|

© GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE ©

¥

FOR RESERVATIONS

